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When it comes to your
company's cash management needs,
loin hands with an expert.
Timing is everything, especially when managing your company's finances. As one
of the nation's top five cash management providers, Fleet has the solutions that allow
you to more effectively manage receivables and payables, improve account access and
processing, maximize returns and simplify operations. More importantly, our people
have the expertise to provide you with what you need, when you need it. So, if you're
looking for a financial partner to help improve your performance, it's time to call Fleet.
For more information, contact George Kerestly at 518 -447 -5409.

F l ee t `I BankBoston,
FleetBoston Financial Companies

Member FDIC. Fleet and BankBoston are registered marks of FleetBoston Financial Corporation. ©1999 FleetBoston Financial Corporation. All rights reserved.
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Just say go.

500- 327 -1117

www. aoc net. com

aoc.

The ra ce is on to find the best people. Accountants On Call can help you win. Our consultants
spend all day, ever y day connecting accounting and financial talent with companies like yours.
We work the way you want us to — taking the time to understand your business, understand our
candidates, and deliver value to both of you. • Don't let the best people go to your competition.
When you need temporary accounting and financial personnel fa st, call AOC. And just say go.
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Most career planning focuses on getting a job, but just as
important in a more mobile work environment is leaving a job
professionally.
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A Changing IMA

CO P Y E D ITO R

by C.S. "Bud" Kulesza, CMA, CFM

David Elman

We are members of IMA at a very opportune time. As changes oc-

AR T D I R E C T O R

Mary Zisk

cur within our profession, nowhere are they occurring more rap-

PR OD U CTIO N

idly than at IMA where we have made many innovations to meet

Manager: Lisa Nasuta
Patricia L. Keeley
CIRCULATION

the ever - changing needs of our members. From whatever perspec-

Alice Schulman

tive you view us, we are a different IMA than in the past.

ED ITOR IAL C O NSU LTAN T

James M. Hart

From our newly redesigned web site ( www.imanet.ore) with increased interactivity to the timely
and informative articles that appear
in Strategic Finance magazine we
are a new IMA: "Proud of the past
yet poised for the future." Not just
on the surface have we
made changes, but also in
our attitudes and culture
as our programs attest.
Our "2000 in 2000" program designed to stimulate student interest in
our certification programs has resulted in over
a / U l/o response rate exC.S. "B
"Bit
pressing interest. New
membership applications for students and international members
are increasing as they find that IMA
has a lot to offer. Certification is a
significant factor, but our continuing education programs, our publications including Statements on
Management Accounting (SMAs),
as well as research publications and
our research library, have much to
offer. And last but not least our
6
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networking opportunities through
chapters, regional councils, and National Board and committee service
offer significant leadership and career development opportunities.
It's not your father's IMA; it's
ours. We offer a diversity of goods,
services, and experiences
to a diverse membership
and in doing so make a
difference in the profession and lives of our members— improving both because of the experience.
Experience the new
IMA, try our services,
make use of the many
K ULESZA
affinity programs, and increase your personal network of
friends and business associates.
What are you waiting for? Start today! And while you're at it, do us
both a favor and drop me a line to
let me know what you think. At
IMA your "two cents" is really
valued. ■
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ROBERT HALF
Specialization has made Robert Half the World's
Leading Financial Recruiting Service since 1948.
It's not easy finding the most highly qualified
financial professionals. The search can be
frustrating and counterproductive to conduct
on your own. The fact is that highly desirable
employees are not usually looking for a new
position. Rather, they must be found. That's
where RobertHalf steps in. RobertHalf employs
only experienced financial professionals as
recruiters. That's what makes us special.
You can count on us to deliver hard -to -find,
top quality talent. And, there's no cost to your
firm unless you hire one of our candidates.
We have offices worldwide to help locate your
ideal employee. Plus, RobertHalf's services are
guaranteed.
Call today for your FREE 2000 Salary Guide.
800.474.4253
www.roberthalf.com
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Careers I By

Max Messmer, Editor

Delegating for Results
It's nearly 9 p.m. at the office, and the staff has gone home. Meghan, an accounting manager for a financial services firm, is still at work putting some last minute touches on the report she plans to present to her CFO in the morning. He
has asked her to analyze the strategic advantages of upgrading the company's accounting system. Meghan hoped to spend more time on the report earlier in the
week, but her relentless schedule of daily tasks kept her
too busy.
This scenario isn't uncommon for busy managers, as
supervision of staff activities can leave little
room for special projects. For Meghan,
however, this particular project
is critical —her recommendations will be forwarded directly to executive
management.
How could Meghan have
handled the situation more effectively and left herself more
time for the proposal? One
option would have been to
delegate some of her day -today assignments. By reviewing her responsibilities,
reestablishing priorities, and
entrusting her staff to handle
some of her duties, she would have saved
herself time and empowered the employees on
her team.

Ma k i n g t h e Leap
Learning to delegate can be a challenge, particularly for
new managers. Assigning projects to others can thora
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oughly test your communication skills and your willingness to trust that employees will make smart decisions.
But the benefits of delegating successfully outweigh
the potential drawbacks. Not only will delegating increase your productivity and
give you more time for critical projects such as longterm planning, but it will
give you time to take on
new roles. In addition,
granting increased responsibility to staff members helps
them to build problem-solving and decision- making
abilities. And, as you trust
employees to take over more
projects, you'll likely identify
new skills and aptitudes in
them or uncover hidden talents. Transferring more projects to staff also helps build an atmosphere
of collaboration, which in turn motivates employees to increase output.
To improve your delegation skills, step away from
your daily tasks long enough to review organizational
goals and assess how your role fits into them. Are you
so involved in routine tasks that you're unable to see

Co tro
Your
Costs
Staff Strategically
with Accountemps

As your business grows, you'll need
extra help — but there's no need to
hire permanent staff too quickly!
Increase your flexibility and
productivity with Accountemps
financial temporaries.

,se

3

allows you to manage your fixed
costs and maximize profitability.
Call Accountempsfor the help you
need...when youneed it.

1.800.803.8367
www.accountemps.com

accounremps,

As the graph at right
Illustrates, Accountemps
specialists augment your
permanent staff to accommodate
fast growth, as well as seasonal
workload peaks such as monthly
closings and tax season. This

b

Specialized Financial StaffingAccountemps is the leader in specialized financial staffing, with more than 270 officesworldwide.
Visit us at accountemps.com, where the most qualified professionals find temporary accounting and finance jobs.
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the big picture? Evaluate what you
personally do each day, and identify projects that could be performed
by members of your staff. Also,
delegate any of your own tasks that
are less than urgent or don't require your direct involvement.
Here are some guidelines:
• Explain the big picture. Let

your people know how projects fit
into the overall objectives of the
company. Otherwise, they won't
grasp their significance and may
overlook key issues. Share the vision at the outset to reduce time
spent on corrections. For example, if
you asked a staff member to research global credit practices, it
would be critical to share your
knowledge of your own company's
possible customer base expansion
into Europe.

• Define the project as a team.

After you explain the purpose and
scope of the initiative to your team
members, enlist their help and ideas
for developing the basic parameters
of the project. Ask them to participate in setting criteria and standards
for evaluating the team's success.
• Establish deadlines. Reach
agreement on deadlines for various
stages of the project as well as a system for measuring results. Without
micromanaging, establish a pattern
of weekly meetings with key staff
members to review their progress.
• Clarify expectations. Be clear
about your expectations and firm
about deadlines. This will prevent
misunderstandings and avoid last minute time crunches that can reduce overall quality.
• Put It In writing. Assign respon-

Financial Forecasts
& Budgets

Pro-formas for Professionals is a
flexible, fully- integrated, easy -to -use

Theefinancial

model, designed to help you prepare

forecasting rnodel

Runs in Excel. All formulas are included
and all commands have been automated
Free telephone support — forever.

"The release of PFPPlus
keeps this venerable model
on the leading edge"
— The Bottom Line

New Version Now Available

PFPStd. $399
PFPPlus$599
Pendock Mallorn ltd.
245 8th Ave., #340, NY 10011

(800)567 -4500
www.pendock,com
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Income
Cost of

Balance Sheets
Ratio Analysis

Overhead Schedule
Overhead Analysis

Changes m
Financial Position

Consolidations
Fixed Asset Budget

• Maintain an open door policy.

Acknowledge that the initiative may
hit some hurdles, so welcome staff
discussion, suggestions, and proposed solutions. Encourage employees to keep you informed of their
progress and to come to you as a resource and advisor when needed.
is Provide positive feedback.

Your employees want to exceed your
expectations. Let them know when
they're doing a good job. Offer encouragement and express gratitude
for a job well done.
The Payoff

PFP Provi des The Flexibi lit y, P ow er
and P res ent at i on Q ual i t y N eeded
To Tame Your T oughest Proj ec ts

complete financial forecasts and
budgets within a very short
timeframe.

sibilities, and delineate deliverables
in written documents so that everyone knows his or her own role and
how you'll evaluate his /her performance on the project.
• Allow ownership. After making
sure they understand the parameters
of their decision - making power, give
employees the freedom and authority to run their part of the project
and handle key decisions.

Sales Analysis
Cash Flow Schedule

Bank Credit Line
Letters of Credit

Variance Analysis
Business Valuations

Cash

After her experience with the systems upgrade report to the CFO,
Meghan realized she needed to turn
over more of the work to her staff
and rely on them to follow
through. As she developed and refined her delegation skills, she
found she had more time for critical projects, and her staff became
more productive as a result of having greater accountability.
Like Meghan, shifting more responsibilities to your staff will allow
you to do your own job better while
empowering your staff to grow
professionally. ■
Max Messmer is chairman and CEO
of Robert Half International Inc.,
parent company of Robert Half,
Accountemps, and RHI Management
Resources.
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Best Practices

By Bob Gunn, Editor

Seven Steps to Business Advocacy
A COLLEAGUE RECENTLY SHARED WITH ME THE

3. Right Ideas: What needs to happen?

challenges that two business unit CFOs are encountering
as their companies move toward the Internet and they attempt to influence outcomes in their business advocate
role. Both have great opportunities.
In the first business unit, the CFO is trying to figure
out how to interact well with a new marketing communications team that is being set up to increase the value and learning derived
from the company's various Internet
initiatives.
In the second, the CFO is trying to
focus the line managers' Internet initiatives so they produce more short run impact. They are also seeking to
develop deeper perspectives about
how to use the Internet to redefine the
market in their company's favor.
Both are high - leverage opportunities
where your business advocates could really help move the performance dial.
What both CFOs have in common is an
excellent perspective about "what looks
obvious" —the nature of the opportunity. More important, both are "stuck" at
the same point, the second and third of
the seven questions in the "Seven -Fold
Path to Business Advocacy " — namely, "Who is the owner ?"
and "What needs to happen ?"
The "Seven -Fold Path to Business Advocacy" helps
companies do a better job of focusing on the best opportunities and then gaining maximum value from them.
Here are the Path's seven questions:
1. Right Opportunity: What is obvious?

4. Right Action: How does it get done?

2. Right Owner: Who owns it?
12
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5. Right Capability: What do I bring?
6. Right Role: How do I show up?
7. Right Time: What do I do now?
In each case, the business CFO needs to lead by inspiration, not authority, but can't figure out how to do it.
The distinction is important. It's easy to

tell people who report to you what needs
to be done, but you can't do that with
people who don't report to you, especially if they are your peers or their boss.
Leading via inspiration requires two
crucial skills— rapport and exploration.
By rapport I mean the feelings of
warmth, goodwill, and compassion that
establish human connections. It isn't a
case of having to like the person but
rather a feeling that we are "all in this together trying to do the best we can.'
In both units, the CFOs simply don't
know how to establish a human connection with a stranger to them or the value
of their business advocate role. It's a nobrainer to walk down the hall and talk
with someone you know well where rapport already exists. It's a lot tougher to call
up someone you scarcely know or don't know at all.
I know it's hard to believe, but finance people can be a
bit scary. They continually look to see if things "add up"
and try to spot the gaps or disconnects. This isn't necessarily true of people in most other disciplines. So, when
the business advocate calls someone out of the blue, that
person is going to start thinking, "Isn't it your job to
know what's going on, and if you know that, won't you
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e're Creditek, the nationally
recognized revenue management and receivables
consulting, project management and
outsourcing company. We have
delivered hundreds of millions of
dollars of incremental cash flow and
profits for our clients.
"S.W.A.T." Project Teams for backlogs in billing, credit, collections,
deductions and reconciliations.
Strategic Receivables Outsourcing
includes turnkey billing, credit, collections, cash application, and customer
payment deductions.
Consulting Solutions provide best
practices revenue management consulting to compress the revenue cycle,
improving cash flow and working
capital.

ww-

40—

Audit and Recovery of Claims and
Deductions provides expert outsource
and audit programs to validate and
recapture invalid customer deductions,
including "post audit" chargebacks.
Creditek Risk Management
Gr oup, LLC provides domestic and
export insurance to manage reserves
and bad debt loss.
In a competitive economy, you've got
to look at business from a different
point of view. Call us today for immediate, long term solutions.

CRED/TEK0
End -to -EndReceivables Management rM

Offices Nationwide

1- 800-216-4000
Ask for Rich Lander, EVP, Ext. 358
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also know where I'm not doing so
well ?" It can also be a case of what is
crystal clear for the business advocate may be very fuzzy for a line
manager or not even on his
or her radar screen.
Surprisingly, this wariness all drops away when
you make the call or the
appointment from a feeling of goodwill. People can
sense when you have their best interests at heart. They also know how
good it feels to help someone else.
And that's really at the nub of taking
the initiative. Either you see something that may prove useful to them
in their job or they see a chance to
help you. And, truly, don't we want
others to do just as well as we do
ourselves?
Now the second part, exploration,
is a bit more subtle. When leaders try
to get people to do something, they
have three basic options: Tell them to
do it, sell them on the idea, or help
them see what needs to happen.
"Tell" leaders are familiar. General
Patton comes to mind. The motivational tools of this kind of leader are
"the carrot and the stick." "Tell"
leaders use their authority to influence others, and while they can have
a profound influence on those working directly under them, they often
have little impact on those outside.
"Sell" leaders are the ones who inspire confidence, have charisma, and
are very persuasive. John F. Kennedy
is often thought of as this kind of
leader. The paradox with this leadership mode is that the bigger and better the idea, the harder it can be to
sell. After all, a big idea means lots of
change, and people may resist taking
these steps until they know it's safe
to do so. Kennedy's goal of putting a
man on the moon by the end of the
1960s built lots of resistance in the
14
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space community and initially with
the public. But in the end he prevailed, demonstrating that "sell"
leaders can influence people beyond their direct control.
Unfortunately, most of
us aren't as charismatic as
Kennedy or as tough as
Patton. So what can we do?
We can influence others by
exploration — helping people
look in a particular direction and
then seeing what thoughts and insights occur to them.
This kind of leadership is one of
bringing people together, creating the
right tone in the room (rapport), and
then framing a question, engaging
people in a conversation that goes
deeper and deeper until common
sense emerges. The fact that this
common sense, insight, or wisdom
comes from everyone in the group
has three profound implications.
First, they own it. Whatever action
emerges is theirs to take.
Second, a small group of people
will almost always come up with
much better and more creative answers than someone working alone.
Third, because the goodwill is
deepened, groundwork is laid for addressing the toughest and most conflict- ridden problems.
The business advocate just needs
to get the ball rolling and perhaps
help things along by continuing to
ask the next most obvious question
when the group (or individual) gets
stuck and starts to doubt that they
can discover the right answer.
This last point — helping the
group discover the right answer on
their own —can be the hardest thing
to do. We all get wedded to our own
thinking and can easily take our
ideas too seriously. We may in fact
be "right," but what good is being
right if others don't see it for them-

selves? It's a bit like dealing with
teenagers. The last people they want
to hear from are their parents. But if
a parent stays committed to helping
the teenager find his or her own
common sense, often the teenager
will invite the parent in by asking
what they think.
And this is what can happen when
CFOs act as business advocates. Their
peers or superordinates will grow curious about what they think, and that
opens the door for them to express
their point of view with impact —
their peers or superordinates are ready
to hear what the CFOs have to say.
In summary, seeing what is obvious is most often not that difficult for
the business advocate. Reaching out
to the "owner" with the right feeling —one of warmth and support—is
the key to having mutually productive conversations. Once the right
feeling is established (and this is
nothing more than focusing on how
best to help the "owner" accomplish
his or her dreams), then the task is to
frame an exploratory conversation.
The framing is important. After all,
people will look in any direction. So
knowing where to focus their attention is critical, and that plays to the
business advocate's strong suit. Then
the task is to help them keep their
thoughts and insights flowing until
something obvious and commonsensical emerges. Act on that common sense, and you are done. Then
stop! Don't evaluate, critique, or
judge. That comes much later when
the results begin to come in. ■
Bob Gunn leads Gunn Partners, a 50person consulting firm that helps Fortune 500 companies improve the relevance, value, and productivity ofstaff
functions. You can call Bob at (617)
747 -5010 or e-mail him at
bgunn @gunnpartners.com.
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Taxes

Anthony P. Curatola, Editor

Employee Use of a Home Office Part 1
THE GENERAL ISSUES OF CLAIMING A HOME -

office deduction were presented in last month's tax column. We covered the necessary conditions: frequency of
use, what can and can't take place in the home office,
and the definition of a principal place of business. We'll
continue that discussion by focusing on the ability of
an employee to claim a deduction for the use of a home
office.
A home office must be used exclusively and regularly
in order to qualify under section 280A. In
addition, in the case of an employee, the
home office must be maintained for the
convenience of an employer. But since the
principal place of business isn't defined in
the tax code, the courts have had to address this issue for both the self - employed
and the employee.
The nagging question here revolves
around satisfying the convenience of the
employer condition. One might first assume that this standard is met only if the
employer stipulates in the employee's contract that a home office is required for
employment. Although this evidence
would support the employee's position, it
doesn't guarantee the deduction. In the
past, the courts have looked to other facts
and circumstances in arriving at their final decision.
The Second Circuit, for example, set the hurdle in the
Drucker (CA -2, 1983, 919 F2d 1273) decision that the use
of the home office must be necessary and essential to the
employee's employment- related activities. To support this
position, the Second Circuit looked at the time and importance of the activity. The Druckers were musicians
16
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who were employees of the Metropolitan Opera in New
York, which performed in Lincoln Center, city parks, and
on tour. Yet the employer provided no space for the musicians to practice. Because the court felt home practice
was the "focal point" of the Druckers' employment-related activities in both time and importance, the principal
place of business became their home office and not that
of the employer.
One critical aspect of this decision concerns the fact

that no space was provided to the employee. This aspect
leads to an obvious question: What happens to the employee's defense of the principal place of business when
an employer provides a space?
In the Weightman (42 TCM 104, TC Memo 1981301 (1981)) case, the Tax Court clearly identified the
issues of a home office with respect to faculty mem-
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Say hello to Abra Payroll and kiss your payroll service bureau goodbye. Yes, Abra Payroll software pays for itself in
less than a year. And yes, Abra Payroll has no hidden costs or service fees. But the truth is, Abra Payroll gives you back some
things that are just as important as money — control, accuracy and access to your payroll information. No wonder your payroll
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bers. The Court held that:
The focal point of a teacher's activities would normally be the school
where he teaches. While preparation
of lectures, grading of papers and exams, and professional development,
including research activities, are important and indeed essential to the
work of a college professor, they do
not serve to shift the focal point of
the professor's activities from the
school to his office in his home. [And]

here [the] petitioner was a classroom
teacher, and the record does not remotely suggest that the college ever
employed him as a researcher rather
than as a teacher. [Hence] the principal place of business was the school
and not his office in his home.
The Seventh Circuit in the Cadwallader (CA -7, 1990, 715 F2d 67)
decision provided additional clarification. The Court found that:
Research and writing are the prin-
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or the Court that the home office
is for the convenience of the
In next month's tax column, we
will take a closer look at the exclusive use requirement of a home
office under section 280A. ■
Anthony R Curatola is Joseph R
Ford Professor of Accounting at
Drexel University, Philadelphia, Pa.
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employee has the burden of proof.
That is, the employee must demon-

on- screen help, exam overview and prep
tips, immediate full -text answers to
every qu estion a nd a completely individualized study method.

MicroMas

•1�-.1.

cipal work of most university (as distinct from college) professors, including Professor Cadwallader. If, therefore, the university failed to supply
him with adequate office facilities,
this would imply that it expected him
to equip his home with a suitable office. If he did so, and used the home
office exclusively and on a regular
basis for his scholarly research and
writing, then he would be entitled to
the home office deduction. But if he
is given adequate facilities on the
campus to conduct the major part of
his scholarly research and writing
there, the fact that he chooses to work
at home instead does not entitle him
to a deduction.
One should be careful not to place
a lot of relevance on the title of the
educational facility as suggested by
the Seventh Circuit. Rather, it's the
principal task of the faculty member
at the educational facility that's relevant and not whether the person is a
college or university professor. Although these two cases concern an
educator, the concept applies equally
to other businesses. The office provided to the employee must be adequate for him or her to accomplish
his or her job requirements.
Finally, and most important, the

He can be reached at
curatola@worldnet.att.net.
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Reengineering in Macedonia
Mission Continues I By Robert F. Randall
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Dan Swenson, CMA, has

In the aftermath of the Kosovo war, Macedonia continues to

won the top award in the

reengineer its accounting and financial business framework aid-

IFAC's Financial and Man-

ed by IMA volunteers. In the wake of the dissolution of Yu-

agement Accounting Committee's (FMAC) Article

goslavia, former socialist countries are struggling to move from

Award Program for Distinguished Contribution to

socialism to free enterprise and compete

of the U.S. Agency for International De-

Management Accounting.

in the surging world marketplace. As they
embark on this journey, companies need

velopment (USAID) and on a more per-

The article, "Managing

sonal level, initiating contacts between

Costs through Complexity

accurate financial information to chart

American institutions and Macedonian

Reduction at Carrier Cor-

their course. Current and former officers

organizations. Meanwhile, other IMA

poration," was published

and directors of the Institute of Manage-

members and former and current staff

in the April 1998 issue of

ment Accountants are helpir^
to supply that assistance.
As described in a De-

- -tembers also have been providing professional expertise.
Since December 1997, for -

cember 1997 article in

r IMA Executive Director Gary

Management Accounting,

apes and John Hepp, CMA,

"Mission to Macedonia;"

have worked on an Accounting

former IMA President Louis

Management Accounting,
whose name was later
changed to Strategic
Finance.
Two other articles pub-

Development Project to develop the

lished in Management Accounting also were cited

Vlasho, CMA, a descendent of Macedo-

accounting and auditing profession. As

by the International Feder-

nians, volunteered to set up a management

part of that project they enlisted Vlasho

ation of Accountants. They

accounting system for a company in Mace-

and former Vice President Robert Bennett,

are "Improve Internal Re-

donia under the auspices of the Financial

CMA, CPA, to develop management ac-

porting with ABC and

Services Volunteer Corps. The project "has

counting courses. Bennett said, "This was

TOC," by Steve Demmy

brought many good comments, but more

an exciting experience for us, almost too

and John Talbott and

importantly it focused attention on the

exciting when the bombs started falling in

"How ABC Changed the

needs of the countries moving from social-

Kosovo. I believe that IMA members who

Post Office," by Terrell L.

ism to free enterprise for improved finan-

worked on this project have really had an

Carter, Ali M. Sedaghat,

cial information — particularly manage-

impact on the financial accounting, mana-

and Thomas D. Williams.

ment accounting," he noted.

gerial accounting, and auditing profession-

The articles that are

Since he completed the project, the ef-

als in Macedonia. I believe there are oppor-

published in the Articles

fort to help Macedonian and Balkan busi-

tunities for IMA to be a real force interna-

of Merit -1999 Competi-

nesses with accounting and financial ex-

tionally through the participation of IMA

tion may be downloaded

pertise has proceeded on two tracks.

members in similar projects overseas."

from IFAC's website at

Vlasho continues his efforts both on a
professional level under the sponsorship

John Hepp, a consultant and former
project manager at the Financial Account-

htto: / /www. ifac.org/com
mittees /FMAC /index. html.
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ing Standards Board, acted as team
leader for the International Business
and Technical Consultants, Inc. (IBTCI), funded by the USAID. Its mission is fourfold: modernize accounting and auditing laws, revise accounting and business curricula at
the universities, strengthen the accounting association, and train individuals through cooperative programs between the accounting association and universities.
The project team was awarded a
certificate of recognition from the
University of St. Cyril and Methodius
in Skopje for its excellent work on accounting curriculum reform efforts.
The IBTCI team was only the third
foreign organization so honored in
the 50 -year history of the university.
As part of the overall project,
Priscilla Payne, CMA, managing director of the Institute of Certified Management Accountants (ICMA), flew to
Macedonia to review how the country
and the accounting and auditing organizations could develop and implement a certification program. She said
that Macedonia has enacted legislation
to adopt international accounting and
auditing standards as recommended
by the International Federation of Accountants (IFAC). It also has adopted
IFAC's Code of Ethics. She noted,
"The Ministry of Finance and the accounting association are now ready to
develop a certification program for
auditors. This is the necessary first step
as Macedonia is desperately in need of
outside investment, and until potential
investors can rely on accounting information, this investment will not be
forthcoming.'
Dennis L. Neider, CMA, CPA,
member of the Ad Hoc Committee
on Global Strategy, represented IMA
at the 10th Symposium of Macedonian Accountants, Financial Experts,
and Auditors, presenting a proclama20
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Ruzica Filipceva and DraganDimitrov at
the IMAAnnual Conference in Seattle.
tion from then President Pamela
Prinz Stewart congratulating the organization on its accomplishments.
At the same time, he, along with
Vlasho, told the accountants that
IMA would be proud to sponsor
their organization for membership in
IFAC, the international organization
of accountants and auditors. The application is currently in process, and
IMA is the sponsoring organization.
Two Macedonian professional accountants, Ruzica Filipceva and Dragan Dimitrov, attended the IMA Annual Conference in Seattle, Wash.,
last year and discussed their plans to
create a professional accounting association in Macedonia. Ms. Filipceva is a director in the Deloitte &
Touche office in Skopje, Macedonia,
and Mr. Dimitrov was an accounting
consultant with the USAID Accounting Development Project.

Macedonian Scholarships
The latest developments in the Macedonian story feature a growing relationship between universities in that
country and in the United States. A
1959 graduate of Ohio University's
College of Business, Lou Vlasho was
instrumental in helping to establish a
scholars program, patterned after the
Rhodes Scholarship program for leadership training, at the university for
two Macedonian students. Endowed

by Macedonian businessman Risto
Gusterov, the Risto Gusterov -Manasseh Cutler Scholars Awards provide
full tuition, room and board, and a
stipend for structured summer internships and study abroad. At a press
conference in Washington, D.C., last
year announcing the program, Gus terov said, "As we continue to move to
a free enterprise society, our young
people will play a vital role in the years
to come. Educating them in the
world's strongest economy is the best
way to prepare them for their very important future role. I strongly believe
in the idea behind the Cutler program' Vlasho is continuing to work
with Macedonian educators to establish an ongoing relationship between
Ohio University and St. Cyril and
Methodius University. An agreement
for cooperation has been signed and
will become a reality later this year after details have been worked out.
Lou Vlasho also has initiated a program to develop a relationship between his church, North Naples (Fla.)
United Methodist Church, and the
Macedonian Orthodox Church in
Radovis, Macedonia. A visit by Archpriest Kosta Donev to the church in
Naples so impressed him "that he
wanted to start a youth program in
Radovis modeled after o u r s , L o u noted. "Remember that after 50 years of
communism not many people in his
country attend church on a regular
basis. He felt that getting the youth involved in church programs would get
them, and perhaps their families,
started on the road to Christianity."
Summing up, he told Strategic
Finance, that "The former Yugoslavia and U.S.S.R. countries
need our help in financial reporting
and management accounting and at
the same time present a tremendous opportunity for IMA to grow
internationally." ■
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How Secure Is E- Commerce? I
MOST COMPANIES ENGAGING IN E- COMMERCE,

whether business -to- business or business -to- consumer,
believe their websites and transactional activities are
secure. Their main concern is that unauthorized users will
gain access to customer information on their sites. Ironically,it doesn't matter what kinds of security measures are
in place. Even those with no security policies feel safe. And
they say that security is an enabler rather than an inhibit
of e- business. Regarding e- commerce in general, executives' main consideration is, "Will my company be more
profitable by engaging in e- commerce ?"
These were some of the findings of a six-month studl
conducted by the Information Systems Audit and Conti
Foundation (ISACF) and Deloitte & Touche LLP assessing the state of e- commerce security around the world
(the study was completed before the latest series of
hacker attacks). E- Commerce Security. A Global Status
Report is the first part of a four -stage project intended
to define best practices and evaluate the role, status,
and implementation of e- commerce security measures. Researchers interviewed more than 150 managers and executives in 14 countries and analyzed 250
written survey responses from information systems
and audit professionals from 46 countries throughout the Americas, Asia /Pacific, Europe, Middle East, and
Africa.
What, besides competition, made companies decide to
take the e- commerce plunge? They wanted to reduce
costs and improve efficiency by automating business -tobusiness processes like customer service (53 %). Surprisingly, only 8% of the responding companies are using the
Internet for direct sales among businesses. Industries that
use e- commerce the most for informational purposes (to
distribute product manuals, catalogs, and other forms of
information) are retail/wholesale, financial, and services.
Those using e- commerce for transactional activities (in

Kathy Williams, Editor

which goods and services are bought and sold) are financial, manufacturing, and retail/wholesale, although the
numbers are much smaller for this kind of activity.
Back to security. Right now, the main ways companies
are securing their websites are via virus scanning and
scrubbing software, firewalls, traffic monitoring, restriction and monitoring of user accounts to

unauthorized websites, intrusion detection software,
statements of terms and conditions, shared secrets, smart
cards, and digital certificates. Users say the next wave will
be encryption mechanisms, authentication mechanisms,
and access control.
And how important will e- commerce be into the future?
Respondents who say it will be moderately or significantly
more important outnumber those who don't share that
opinion by 2 to 1. A European executive calls it a revolution, one that "will change the world continued on page 26
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What's Ethical? Here's a Simple Test
WHEN WE ENTER OUR WORK place, we don't leave our personal
character at home. Character reflects
our true inner self. Built over time, it
determines how we respond to ethical
dilemmas. Many choices are minor,
and we may not even give our actions
much forethought, but each one is a
building block of the character foundation we rely on to make life's more
challenging decisions.

Situation 2
You're at a food store, you have 14
items in your basket, and you're in a
hurry. All the lines are full except for
the express line, which has a clearly
marked 12 -item limit. Would you go
to the express line or wait in a regular
one? Why?

Situation 3
As you're making a withdrawal from
an ATM, a
mechanical error
gives you an
extra $100 but
doesn't charge
your account.
Would you keep
the money or
return it?
Whya
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See how you respond to the next
three situations. Based on the work
of Dr. Michael Rion, principal of the
consulting firm Resources for Ethics
and Management, they're framed
around questions that ask how you
would act.
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Situation 1
You're driving home late at night. You
had a rough day at the office and
can't wait to get home and relax. The
streets are deserted. You come to a
stop sign and see no one around.
Would you stop or continue on
through? Why?
STRATEGIC FINANCE I Ma r c h 2 0 0 0

What you
learn from this
simple exercise
doesn't come
from your responses but rather the
thought process you used. Did you
weigh the following decision criteria?
■ Are any stakeholders impacted
by my decision, and, if so, how?
■ Is anyone disadvantaged because
of my advantage?
■ Is there an ethical consideration?
• Am I being true to myself?
• What would others think of my
chosen course of action?
I like to think of the last question as
the "light of day" approach. It's often
the acid test of ethical decision making. Stated another way, would I be
willing to stand in front of my peers,

Curtis C. Verschoor, Editor
friends, or family and proudly tell
them what I had decided or had
done?
Isn't it interesting how applying
these questions to even relatively
simple situations results in the realization there may be no one "correct" answer. But using decision criteria like these will definitely help
you develop an ethically sensitive
and well - considered judgment,
which is even more important when
applied in more difficult situations.
That's how we use values to build the
character we all need every day.
The IMA Ethics Committee is
very interested in learning how
readers view the ethical dilemmas
their fellow members face. Please
mail your comments to: Strategic
Finance, 10 Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645 or by e-mail to
ethics @imanet.org. Also, it isn't too
early to begin planning to attend the
next ethics education program at
the 2000 IMA Conference in
Philadelphia. ■
James M. Knepp is the director of audit
at Air Products and Chemicals Company in Allentown, Pa. He is the chair of
the National Committee on Ethics and
Eligibility of the Financial Executives
Institute and has had extensive experience in leading training sessions on the
subject of ethics. His e-mail address is
Knepp[M@apci.com.
Curt Verschoor is the Ledger & Quill
Research Professor, School of Accountancy, DePaul University. His e-mail
address is cverscho @condor.depaul.edu.
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Auditor Independence Rules I

Stephen Barlas, Editor

THERE MAY BE MORE TURBULENCE

waterhouseCoopers (PwC). Nearly

the American Institute of Certified

ahead on the auditor independence

half of PwC partners —a total of

Public Accountants (AICPA) raised

issue. Jerry Sullivan, executive direc-

1,301 —self- reported at least one vio-

the possibility that auditor indepen-

tor of the Public Oversight Board

lation of the law, with

dence restrictions

(POB), says his shop will be looking

the average being five.

might need loosening.

at the Big 5 accounting firms over the

The report was an

But just the opposite

next 12 months. In part, the POB will

outgrowth of a case

may happen. Art

check to see whether there are corpo-

the SEC brought

Siegel, the executive

rate policies in place to assure that

against PwC for fewer

director of the Inde-

auditor independence is maintained.

than 100 violations in

pendence Standards

As part of that analysis, the POB will

1999. PwC agreed to

Board (ISB), said the

also look at whether partners have

spend $2.5 million to

Board is set to issue

possibly compromised their indepen-

set up an internal edu-

dence by maintaining relationships
with audit clients. The SEC enlisted

cation program as part of the settle-

an exposure draft
soon. The draft will cover the issue of

ment of those earlier charges.

financial conflicts involving the

the POB in the wake of the January

spouses of auditors. Moreover, the

pendent SEC consultant, who looked

Independence Standards
Board to Weigh In

ate an exposure draft on what kind of

at independence violations at Price-

When the Fardella report came out,

financial rela-

2000 report by Jess Fardella, an inde-

ISB staff is pushing the Board to initicontinued on next page

Mergers, Acquisitions, and Corporate
Restructurings, 2nd Edition
IN TODAY'S ENVIRONMENT. MANY INDIVIDUALS
have been involved in or impacted by a merger, positively or negatively. It isn't unusual for one to
leave work on a Friday and be in the
midst of a takeover on Monday.
Due to "quiet period"

and acquisitions —the five major merger waves, passage of federal laws restricting mergers, government
agenci es ch arged with overs ight, merge r tak eover
strategies and defenses, merger financing, how to
value public and private entities, and tax implications

restrictions, little

of mergers —in addition to including sections on finan-

information is

cial modeling and analysis. He illustrates every chap-

provided after the

F-

& Sons, discusses every possible element of mergers

initial merger announcement. Mergers, Acquisitions,

ter with graphs, bar charts, pie charts, and cases.
Gaughan outlines the various reasons and strategies
behind mergers. The most -often stated reason is synergy,

cmd Corporate Restructurings pro-

which is difficult to quantify and can only be realized at

vides insight into the entire merger pro-

a later date. Other reasons for mergers, acquisitions, and

cess and aids in understanding the activities
and strategies surrounding a takeover.
Patrick A. Gaughan's book, published by John Wiley

restructurings include:
1) horizontal and vertical company growth,
2) diversification of busi-

continued on page 83
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tionships auditors can have in companies or related companies they or
their company may be auditing.

Public Disclosure of
Material Information
Companies are going to have to be
more careful about the way they disclose "material" information. The
SEC recently proposed a rule that
would require companies who provide analysts with material information during an informal get- together —be it an imminent negative quarterly earnings report or sales figure or
anything else —to simultaneously get
that information out to the public. If
a company official happens to unintentionally drop a juicy bit of material information in an informal conversation, then the company has to get
that information out promptly. This
is the substance of proposed Regulation FD. It doesn't require companies
to disclose anything; it simply
addresses a situation called "selective"
disclosure by the SEC where a piece
of material information is intentionally or unintentionally dropped in the
laps of analysts. The company wouldn't be liable under Reg. FD if an
employee gave a third party an insider tip. Nor would Reg. FD kick in if
an employee told his physician, or
someone else on that order, some
inside information. Moreover, the
rule only applies to those "who are
properly authorized or designated to
speak to the media, the analyst community, and /or investors:'

Interest and Penalty
Provisions
There has been a lot of talk on
Capitol Hill, and even on the presidential primary trail, about corporate tax shelters. Now there are
rumblings about a side issue: the
26
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penalty and interest provisions
associated with underreporting
income. The House Ways & Means
oversight subcommittee held a
hearing January 27.Groups such as
the AICPA and Tax Executives
Institute (TEI) argued for substantial reform and against some of the
Clinton administration proposals
that have been made recently. For
example, the Treasury Department
wants to make it easier for the IRS
to penalize both a company and its
tax preparer for a "substantial
understatement" of tax. Currently,
to avoid a penalty, the company has
to have "substantial authority" for
an undisclosed position and a "reasonable basis" for a disclosed position; for a preparer to avoid the
penalty, he or she must have a
"realistic possibility of being sustained on the merits," and a disclosed position must not be
"frivolous' The Treasury wants to
raise the bar for both issuers and
preparers with regard to disclosed
positions to the same standard: "a
realistic possibility of being sustained on the merits."

Summers Defends IRS
The Treasury proposal giving the
IRS more leverage on penalty provisions is one of the things that has
sparked grumbling among business
groups. In a January speech to corporate accounting and tax officials,
Treasury Secretary Lawrence Summers, who's responsible for the IRS,
strongly argued against those who
"have framed debates on IRS priorities around a trade -off between
enforcement and customer service.'
Summers answered those critics by
saying: "To have effective tax
administration, there must be both
compliance and high - quality customer service.' ■

[ N E W S ] cont'd from p. 23

even more than the automobile.
The full report is available for $50
through ISACA (bookstore @isaca.
Qrg, www. isaca.org, or (847) 2451545,ext. 401).The second stage of
the project, Perspectives on E -Commerce Security, will define best
practices.

Who's Using E- Commerce?
Despite the general rush to pursue ecommerce, manufacturers are trading in the B2B area even though they
acknowledge its importance, Jerry
Jasinowski, president of the National
Association of Manufacturers, said
recently as he reported the results of
a quarterly NAM e- commerce poll.
Sixty-eight percent of the respondents (2,500 were polled) said their
companies aren't using e- commerce
as a forum for business transactions.
"Although 80 % claim they have a
website, most offer only an information storefront, and only 10% say
their current business process technology systems are fully automated,"
Jasinowski added.
Here's the breakdown for B213 ecommerce use by the manufacturers:
23%, new product introductions;
17 %, shop for best prices; 17 %, use
in place of electronic data interchange (EDI); 13 %,RFP /RFQ /RFI;
12 %,buy intermediate materials,
parts, subassemblies, or shipping
services; 10 %, arrange logistics; 7 %,
buy raw materials; 5 %, integrate
existing supply chain. On a more
positive note, 4 3 % have an online
products catalog and use it for customer service, and of the 32 % who
use the Web for B213 e- commerce,
52 % say they want to use it to create
new sales channels.
For more information, visit the
NAM website at www.nam.org.
continued on p. 83

IMA and President Bud Kulesza proudly
introduce the first IMA limited edition commemorative coins available exclusively for
members. The IMA has commissioned
2000 coins for the year 2000. Each coin in
this series has 24k gold select plate overlaid
on .999 one troy ounce of fine silver. Each
is accompanied by its own certificate of
authenticity and is encased in an airtight
capsule ensuring its brilliant luster for
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Also available is an open issue, completely
fine silver (.999 one troy ounce) version.
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pursue e business
problem:
DECLININGPROFITMARGINS
solution:
E-BUSINESS
BY

ROBERT

THAMES

Popes. Presidents. Nobel Prize winners. Queens.
King of cybercommerce? That's right. TIME magazine named Jeff Bezos, the man who started
Amazon.com, its Person of the Year in 1999.
Thanks to Amazon.com and other savvy businesses, we're living in a dot.com world in which
e- business has forever changed people's lives.
There's no turning back to "business as usual."
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People are now buying everything over the Web —not
just books and CDs. Online consumers are forking over
cash to buy food, zooming out to sites for cars, and
seeking —and paying for — expert advice in areas from
law to medicine to questions about their pet's ear
infection. Those who say, "You can't sell that over the
Web" time and again have been proven wrong. Let's
face it: The Web is the portal to the present. So, even if
you doubt you can peddle your product over the Web,
think again. It's time to take a "clicks- and - mortar"
strategy versus a bricks - and - mortar one. Instantly, you
can build tremendous demand for your products and

yet providing more features at the same (or less) cost...
Just try to buy the same model of Sony Walkman that
you bought six months ago! You'll likely find it has been
replaced by a new model with more bells and whistles for
the same price. Thus, in the 1980s, with several competing products and services possessing similar characteristics, competitive pressures —not the companies —began
to set the price. Increased competition resulted in
reduced profit margins.
That was then. This is now. Today, power has shifted to
the individual— thanks to e- business. With a click of a
mouse, customers can tailor the product or service

Ithas everything to do with
SURVIVAL there will be a point in
the not - too -distant futurewhere it
will be IMPOSSIBLETOCATCHUP,or
even stay in the game!
...

services if you catch the e- business wave. Here's why
you should forge a presence on the Web now —and
some steps to take to do it right.

TIMESCHANGE
Prior to the mid- 1970s, businesses relied on their own
ingenuity to develop innovative products and services for
the mass market. They set the price based on what they
felt the market would bear, produced a product, and sold
it. The resulting difference between revenue and cost was
net profit. Easy enough.
Competition became tougher as more companies
entered the market with unique products and services. As
the marketplace accepted them, mass production techniques forced standardization to lower manufacturing
costs, resulting in these products and services becoming
more like commodities. The calculator is a good example.
From initial launch through obsolescence, product maturity cycles began to compress, resulting in succeeding
"waves" of products quickly becoming commodity -like,
30
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precisely to their needs. Consider Dell Computers: Customers can build their own PCs at the company's website.
Not only do online shoppers want to customize their
purchases, they demand high quality, quick delivery, and
will comparison shop on the Web, playing vendors
against one another. The company can be across the
street or around the globe: Time and geography are no
longer a factor.
With shorter product and service life cycles, product
development is now less strategic and more tactical.
Companies produce customized products or services
within cost constraints formerly experienced with mass
market demand. The principles of mass customization
attempt to apply mass production techniques and leverage
all economies of scale to produce customized products
that consumers want at the highest quality and the lowest
cost —that are delivered in days. So, the bottom line: The
customer, not the market, is driving the value proposition.
In order to prevent further margin erosion, companies will have to optimize costs across the value chain,

not just within their own organization. As this occurs,
the fundamental selling model will change significantly
as companies find more cost - effective ways to understand customer needs and communicate their value
propositions to customers electronically. Online business models are already creating customer communities, delivering an individualized value experience, and
creating sustainable brand loyalty. Amazon.com knows
my book, DVD, and music preferences from the data
structure they have built from my online purchases and
suggests other purchases to me by relating my profile to
others. Some online companies today are generating

rich customer community datamarts by offering brand name products at a loss to build customer loyalty and
to expose those customers to advertising and associated
partner links on their website. Priceline.com and
buy.com are just two examples.

SURVIVALOFTHEFITTEST
Many of you may be asking, "What does this mean to my
company? Why should I even pay attention to this Internet hype ?" It has everything to do with survival. That's
right — survival. This is a fundamental change in global
business, and there will be a point in the not - too- distant
future where it will be impossible to catch up, or even
stay in the game!
In the past, companies that achieved excellence also
snatched up market share and competitive advantage.
Companies who fell short of this standard received lower
market share but could still survive. That was when the
world of business was more forgiving.
Times have changed. On October 15, 1995, the

"Knowledge Age" arrived and ushered the Information
Age out the door with the market capitalization of
Microsoft surpassing that of IBM. Today, leveraging
knowledge, relationships, and information around a well defined business model distinguishes great companies
from average ones. The great ones take advantage of their
core competencies and outsource noncore competencies
in order to achieve an agile business model that can
respond quickly to e- business opportunities.
Let's look at the four cornerstones in e- business that
should be a part of your business model.
♦ Controls through the ERP dashboard. An
integrated technology architecture allows you to distribute real -time information instantly across the enterprise.
This fundamental foundation, known as the Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) system, must become the
"dashboard" that provides controls and status information to allow forward decision making. For example, discovery of an inventory problem a month after it occurs
may enable use of this information to correct a problem.
But a month is a lot like dog years in e- business! You
need information to act on when the problem occurs,
and that's why an integrated technology architecture
must be in place to succeed in rybercommerce. A word of
caution here: It realistically takes years to achieve this
integrated infrastructure. Waiting for the newest wave of
hardware or software can be the kiss of death. Relying on
old legacy financial systems is like driving down the highway by looking in the rear -view mirror vs. looking at the
dashboard to understand performance NOW.
♦ diet rid of waste. Once the fundamental infrastructure is in place, the concept of the "extended enterprise" comes into play. It's not just about integrated
"lowest -cost" manufacturing and streamlined distribution processes, although both are key components. It
involves taking waste out of the entire value chain
through effectively implementing technology, along with
building strong alliances and partnerships. Take General
Electric, who has informed its suppliers that it will conduct its entire procurement process on the Internet via
electronic procurement communities. So if a company
wants to do business with GE, it needs to do it GE's
way —online.
♦ Know thy customers. Best - practice companies
today have a deep understanding of their customer base
and their levels of satisfaction with their products and
services. E- business will have a dramatic impact on
those companies who continue to market their products
M arch 2 0 0 0
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and services via the costly face -to -face direct selling
model. Companies who foster online communities and
communications with their customers will enjoy customer loyalty and market share at a fraction of the cost
of yesteryear.
♦ Information Is power. Finally, none of the other
three cornerstones is very meaningful without accurate
profit information. Streamlining processes is impossible
without clear and accurate information about the company's activities and costs. Knowing which customers to
nurture and which ones require more effort —even a
modification of product and service delivery models —is
critical to understanding customer profitability. Making
up profit deficiencies "in volume" from one customer set
subsidizing another is an oxymoron in a world of custom
products and services. In a world where each customer
can specify exactly what he /she wants, volume production
dissolves into lot sizes of one. If you think you have profit
margin squeeze today, imagine how much tighter things
can become when your customers can comparison shop
online! Knowledge of true costs is imperative.
So now that we've diagnosed the problem, what should
we do? Here are five steps —some might say quantum
leaps —to take in order to forge a Web presence:
1. Do a reality -check to determine where you are
on the path to success by using self - assessment diagnostic
instruments that can point out areas for immediate
impact. If you haven't visited your business processes to
see what opportunities are awaiting you, that's a great
place to start. We aren't talking about downsizing here!
Your employees and their knowledge are the only "appreciable" assets you have, so be sure to hold on to them!
They are the subject matter experts on your core business
processes and can help you achieve the operational excellence required to survive and flourish. Ensure that meaningful performance measures are in place to provide a
baseline for future process improvements. If you haven't
already, establish an enterprise website that tells how terrific your products and services are, then move quickly to
enable customers to do business with you online.
2. Measure your existing business proc esses
against best business practices, and try to quantify the
benefits of aligning with them. Once you've eliminated
redundant business processes, take an inventory of the
software and hardware within your company. Then translate your future business processes into requirements for
an integrated enterprise -wide information system, and
implement it as quickly as possible. To do so, be sure to
32
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set concrete objectives and performance criteria and provide additional resources to avoid burning out your
employees. And, by all means, don't cut training and outside resources! These are typically the first things optimistic executives are tempted to excise to save scarce
capital resources. As good as your people are, they don't
need to begin an arduous improvement initiative from a
position of weakness with no training and no outside
help just because you have overzealous faith in their
capabilities.
3. Build your future strategy around serving
customers and markets that track to the core competencies of your organization. Measure customer satisfaction
in order to understand customers' wants and needs as
well as concerns. And invite your customers to help you
define your website communities. To begin to segment
markets based on customer profitability, you need to
quantify the activities that go into providing the desired
value experience to customers. Based on your improved
cost management information, you can learn which
products are winners and losers, then align product and
service delivery systems accordingly.
4. Challenge your sales and marketing staff
to contribute to an e- business strategy, and begin to move
product and service offerings to your website. Publish
catalogs online, and ensure the order management
process is Web - enabled. If distributing products and services isn't a core competency, consider boosting service
delivery and lowering cost by establishing electronic links
with logistics services and outsource those processes if
appropriate. Move purchases of goods and services to
electronic procurement as quickly as feasible.
S. Conti nuously assess and improve business
processes and the customer base on an ongoing basis.
Brace yourself: It's a massive undertaking, fraught with
frustration and risk. But the rewards are worth it. You can
achieve a flexible, nimble organization that can increase
and lock in market share from those who truly thought
e- business was all hype and no substance. ■

Robert Thames is the senior IT policy advisor ofenterprise performance management at RGS Associates, Inc.,
an Arlington, Va., based consulting organization that
delivers solutions for positive change through innovative
technologies, techniques, and teamwork. He is also a
long- standing member ofthe Consortium for Advanced
Manufacturing - International (CAM -I) Cost Management Program. You can reach him at(914) 737 -8858 or
BobCThames@cs.com.
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distribution is

D E L I V ERY

again. CFOs and
financial managers,
BY DAVID J. CASTELLANI

take heed.

P0P

Q U I I : What's the precise return on investment for each

software application in your company's information technology architecture? Of course you know that e -mail and groupware have improved
communication and efficiency. And maybe that investment in customer
relationship management software has boosted sales and customer

0
J
W

satisfaction over the last three quarters. But when it comes to justifying

0
Z

IT expenditures as investments, many CFOs rely on gut instinct —it feels

Z
a

like a good use of resources, but exact numbers are hard to come by.
J
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In the past decade, U.S. corporations have spent an estimated $2 trillion installing software applications.
These programs have revolutionized
the way business is conducted around
the world, but now a revolution has
begun in the way businesses acquire
and use software. Instead of sinking
resources into internal hardware and
software, companies large and small
are leasing software from application
service providers (ASPs), who use the
Internet to provide clients with everything from e-mail to enterprise
resource planning. The client/server
model is quickly giving way to Internet -based technology solutions as
more companies realize the efficiency,
cost savings, and flexibility that application outsourcing offers. Here's a
look at the major trends and strategic
issues in the ASP market.

NETSOURCING-OUTSOURCINC
FORTHEDIGITALAGE
CEOs and CFOs around the globe
have common goals —to remain
competitive and focused but flexible
enough to allocate their company's
precious capital in the most productive fashion possible. These sound
business principles have led many
companies to outsource nonstrategic
work like payroll, corporate benefits,
recruiting, security, and HR. As the
cost of software and hardware escalated over the past decade, many
CFOs now recognize IT as a cost
center —and are experimenting with
outsourcing it along with the rest of
their nonstrategic work.
The benefits of renting software
applications over the Internet are
many: relatively low capital costs,
quick upgrades, consistent costs, and
flexibility. Companies can spend over
a year researching and implementing
IT systems, a long process that often
requires help from high- priced con36
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sultants and systems designers. Once
the systems have been installed and
debugged, software manufacturers
release an updated version of the
program. This sets off a new round
of internal analysis: Do we need the
new upgrade? What will it take to
accomplish? Is our hardware now
outdated?
The ASP model eliminates these
problems and cuts costs. Because the
application service provider operates
and maintains the base system, the
corporate "renter" turns over all
debugging and connectivity issues.
Program installation consists of
arranging fast Internet connections
to the desktop of each user. And
obsolescence is banned: Whenever
software updates are released, the
ASP installs them and end users have
immediate access.
The rise of ASPs has been driven
by a new generation of network
servers — powerful processing
machines that allow many users
access to multiple programs. New
high -grade encryption technology
makes data transmission secure and
private. As servers connect work groups and high -speed broadband
transmission lines instantaneously
move huge amounts of data from
end to end, the long - promised efficiencies of networked computing
have become reality. And ASPs have
stepped forward to offer those efficiencies to a mass market.

CHANGINGTHEFACE
OFBUSINESS
Technology outsourcing started
mostly with small businesses and
moved up the food chain to the Fortune 500. Small technology firms
have led the way in the ASP revolution, embracing technology outsourcing from the get -go. Comfortable
with the Internet, small companies

quickly realized that ASPs offered
them fast and cost - effective uses of
their minimal resources. Midsize
companies are following suit, often
turning to outsourcing when inhouse IT projects get out of hand.
Large companies are more likely to
take things step -by -step, renting functions like e-mail and sales force
automation and integrating them
alongside the existing client/server
infrastructure.
Whatever a company's size, however, technology outsourcing requires
people to retool their thinking. It's a
big philosophical leap for a company
to take something like enterprise
resource planning (ERP), which con-

4 4 "

stitutes its neurological center, and
outsource it. Managers can help their
companies make this leap by communicating throughout the organization both the rationale and the
benefits of outsourcing. The longterm benefits of Internet -based technology solutions far outweigh the
short -term anxiety caused by change.
As with all change, there will be
resistance. As companies move applications to the Internet, IT managers
will foresee the day when outsourcing efficiencies make their jobs virtually obsolete. But technology officers,
like their HR counterparts before
them, will need to learn to adapt or
become the new corporate dinosaurs.
IT managers will no longer oversee
large technology workforces, budgets,

1180

101: ACRASHCOURSEFORCFOs

The roles of corporate CFOs have changed drastically over
the past decade. CFOs are now given operating authority well beyond the accounting and reporting functions that used to define their
jobs. They're now being asked to make major strategic decisions about
technology and resource allocation —the areas most profoundly affected
by the ASP revolution. Here are five lessons on what to expect —and to
watch out for —as you consider technology outsourcing.
1. Find the right fit. The ASP market is breaking out along two lines.
Some ASPs are focusing on narrow niche markets —like law, accounting,
or messaging —while others are morphing into total service providers.
The latter provide hardware, software, service, training, and data warehousing— everything you need to plug and play. Choosing between the
two will depend on your company's size, its market, and its technology
needs. Do you want someone who knows your business and can hold
your hand along the way? Then go for the niche. Or do you want a partner who has a broader scope and more service and software options? A
niche may fit a particular need, but size matters if you're looking to expand your portfolio of applications.
2. Partner for growth. If you
decide that outsourcing fits your
company's needs, make sure you
find an ASP that can grow with
your company. A good indicator of
this capability is the ASP's growth.
Have they consistently gained market share? Do they have strong
partners and adequate capitalization? With an ASP you're basically
buying data management for your
most sensitive material, so make
sure your ASP will be around. Get to know the management team and
the company's investors; know who's endorsing the organization.
3. Buy quality. Data management is the last place you want to scrimp.
Make sure your ASP has top - quality systems and technology. Look for
ASPs with world -class hardware and data infrastructure — encryption, virus
scanning, and backup. Since Internet traffic can slow servers down, find
out if your data will be on an allocated server. It may cost more, but the
benefits far outweigh the extra cost. Look for the best backup, warehousing, and recovery systems available. Many ASPs are co- locating data with
powerhouses like AT &T, Exodus, Digex, or Global Frontier so they can focus on their core business — application delivery and service.
4. Service and training matter. Whether you decide to buy or rent software applications, your people have to use them. Find out if your ASP offers training and implementation services since your IT department will
inevitably be smaller and less qualified in these areas. Outsourcing is
supposed to cut costs —and training and support are part of an ASP's
core competencies, not yours.
5. Breaking up is hard to do. Outsourcing means that you no longer
control your data. That also means that severing ties with a bad ASP can
be as messy as a Hollywood divorce. But don't let that scare you away: A
good partner will support you and help you grow, but a bad match can
turn your life upside down. Think of it as a marriage of equals —and
choose wisely.

and implementation; they will
become vendor managers. It's not a
subtle change, and savvy managers
will need to help their people make
the transition.

THEFUTUREOFASP
ASPS are here to stay. Both The Gartner Group and Forrester Research
predict that ASPS will be a $6 billion
industry by the year 2003. The early
stumbling blocks to the ASP market— shortages of Internet bandwidth and security questions —are
being overcome quickly. Competitive
Local Exchange Carriers (CLECs) are
already providing huge pipes and
dedicated networks, and new encryption technology and dedicated secure
connections are making ASPS as
secure as client/server systems.
Investors are looking for two
things in today's companies: revenue
growth and consistent earnings.
Global competition is forcing CEOs
to reduce costs and dedicate
resources to strategies that grow the
business and produce reliable returns
for shareholders. Global companies
need technology solutions that help
the bottom line and move the company forward. Internet -based technology applications —and the
economies they support —give companies the flexibility and speed they
need to compete. ■

David 1. Castellani is CEO ofMi8
Corporation, an Application Service
Provider with locations in New York
and London. Prior to joining Mi8 in
May 1999, he was senior vice president
ofCIGNA Corporation, where he was
responsible for all activities in their
$22 billion defined contribution business including product development,
research, strategy, distribution, and
new technologies. You can reach Dave
at Dave. Castellani @Mi8.com.
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BEST-PAIDCFOSHAVE25YEARS'EXPERIENCEORMORE,
SUPERVISE25ORMOREPROFESSIONALS,
ANDWORKATAHUGESERVICEFIRMINALARGE
NORTHEASTERNCOMMERCIALCENTER.
BY STEVEN LANGER
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CFO compensation
IF YOU'RE A CFO or hoping to be one soon, how does your salary stack up against that of your

peers? What factors come into play to make it like that? If you supervise only nonprofessionals, for example, you probably earn in the $75,000 to $90,000 per year range, but if a CFO
colleague at another company supervises 25 or more professionals, he or she likely has a
median income of $171,224.That's quite a gap when you consider each of you may possess
the same degrees, levels of certification, and years of experience. (By the way, we're defining
professionals as accountants, auditors, systems analysts, and programmers. Nonprofessionals
are administrative employees, accounts payable and receivable clerks, and bookkeepers.)
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These figures are from our company's latest compensation survey
and may give you a few areas to
benchmark. "Compensation reports
are invaluable, especially if a company needs to hire or replace someone," says Gary Barnbaum, CPA,
CMC, who owns and operates a consulting practice and a full- service
accounting firm in Woodland Hills,
Calif. "Whether it's a start -up or an
established company, I find that in a
lot of cases, they have no idea what
the going rate is for accounting
personnel!

COMPENSATIONVARIABLES
There are multiple demographic
variables that have an impact on
compensation. Supervisory responsibilities, company type, size in terms
of both revenue and number of
employees, location, level of education, length of experience, and certification all play important roles.
Only by looking at each factor and,
where available, combination of factors is it possible to accurately compare one position against another.
Here's a brief synopsis of the role
each variable plays in determining
compensation for accounting and
financial professionals.
SupervisoryResponsibility. Figure 1
shows how both the number and
the level of personnel supervised
can have a major influence on CFO
salary levels. The high end for CFOs
directing the activities of large
numbers of fellow professionals
greatly exceeds that of CFOs who
supervise only nonprofessionals.
Compensation figures in excess of
$350,000 are reported among those
overseeing 25 or more professionals, with 10% making less than
$72,937.At the other end of the
spectrum, though, those supervis40
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Figure1:CFOCASHCOMPENSATION
BYSUPERVISORYRESPONSIBILITY
MedianTotalCashCompensation

ChiefCorporateFinancialOfficer
Supervises 25 or more professionals

$171,224

Supervises 10 -24 professionals

$110,000

Supervises 5 -9 professionals

$106,000

Supervises 3 -4 professionals

$98,411

Supervises 10 or more professionals and nonprofessionals

$105,000

Supervises 5 -9 professionals and nonprofessionals

$90,628

Supervises under 5 professionals and nonprofessionals

$67,931

Supervises 5 or more nonprofessionals

$90,000

ing five or more nonprofessionals
seldom exceed $125,000 in annual
compensation and can fall under
$72,500.

But looking at supervisory
responsibilities alone can lead to a
distorted view. Several other factors
exert a significant influence on CFO
salary and must be taken into
account when creating or evaluating
CFO compensation packages.
GeographicLocation.Geographic location is a vital ingredient in determining income potential. What most
people don't realize, though, is that
it consists of many different facets.
When you look at it in a purely
regional context, CFOs in the southwestern states (Arkansas, Louisiana,
Oklahoma, Texas) top the list at
$131,875,while those in the north

central states (Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North
Dakota, South Dakota) are in last
place with $82,000.
But individual states and metropolitan areas also must be taken into
account. CFOs in Kentucky, for
instance, average $76,500,as compared with $202,025 in Michigan.
Similarly, the same position in San
Francisco /Oakland pays $75,660
more than it does in Minneapolis /St.
Paul. And traditional financial centers don't always pay highest. CFOs
in certain midwestern and north
central manufacturing hubs can
sometimes earn more than their
colleagues on either coast.
Education. How much of a factor is
education in CFO compensation?
According to Dr. Karl E. Reichardt,

Industry types can cancel out many of the
advantages or disadvantages of location,
education, experience, or supervisory
responsibility, especially when it comes to
the manufacturing sector.
CMA, associate professor of accounting at Valparaiso University's College
of Business Administration, "Degree
level and certification are statistically
significant factors in compensation
which appear to follow individuals
throughout their career."
This statement is borne out in our
compensation report. CFOs without
a degree earn a median income of
only $40,000.Those with a B.A. /B.S./
BBA earn $96,900,while MBAs earn
$116,537.Further, median income for
CFOs holding a CPA is $110,438, up
from $100,000 for those without this
professional certification. (We haven't
tracked certifications other than CPA
yet for CFOs.)
Length of Experience. Although super-

visory responsibilities, educational
level, and location can be critical,
there's a lot to be said for length of
experience. While CFOs with five to
nine years of experience earn
$76,317,those with 25 or more years
of experience are rewarded with a
median compensation of $125,000
(see Figure 2).
But long years of experience and
annual pay increases can lead to
compensation anomalies. "After years
of automatic raises, one company
discovered its retiring senior accountant was being paid 20% above the
going rate," Barnbaum says. "By gaining a full understanding of current day pay rates, they were able to hire a
more qualified replacement for considerably less salary."

Industry Type. Industry types can cancel out many of the advantages or
disadvantages of location, education,
experience, or supervisory responsibility, especially when it comes to the
manufacturing sector. CFOs
employed by manufacturing firms
average $125,500,as opposed to only
$97,450 for nonmanufacturing
employees.
Within manufacturing, too, there
are major variations. The food/beverage /tobacco sector heads the list
for annual CFO compensation at
$142,500,while CFOs in apparel /textiles /textile mills make only $78,000
per year. Among nonmanufacturing
categories, merchandising firms
(closely followed by transportation
services) reward their CFOs with an

Figure2:CFOCASHCOMPENSATION
BYLENGTHOFEXPERIENCE
ChiefCorporate
FinancialOfficer
5 through 9 years

MedianTotal
CashCompensation
$76,317

10 through 14 years

$107,333

15 through 19 years

$100,000

20 through 24 years

$103,000

25 years or more

$125,000
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annual compensation of $160,250.
At the bottom of the range come
healthcare, governmental, educational, and nonprofit organizations (see
Figure 3).

sation rises further to $144,000,and
for those whose companies have
annual sales of $100 million to $500
million, the median is $155,000.

VARIABLECOMBINATIONS
SizeoftheOrganization.Like industry
type, organizational size is a multifaceted concept. In addition to
number of employees, revenue and
budget must be taken into account.
A CFO in a business with fewer than
25 employees earns $51,860,while
companies with 2,500 to 4,999
employees pay around $197,516.
When viewed from the perspective
of annual sales, though, a manufacturing firm selling less than $25
million pays a CFO $99,000 as
compared to $322,905 for nonmanufacturing businesses in the
$1 billion+ bracket.
Looking at the influence of revenue on compensation packages, a
CFO in a manufacturing company
with annual sales of less than $25
million earns $99,000.When annual
sales increase to a range between $25
million and $49.9 million, compensation reaches $120,000.For CFOs
whose companies are in the $50 million to $100 million range, compen-

Obviously, you can't look at one factor in isolation when it comes to
determining CFO compensation levels. Though each one serves as a general guide, you'll need to look at all
of them in combination for a complete picture.
When viewed this way, peculiarities
do show up, usually because of small
sample size. For example, among
CFOs working for manufacturing
firms with annual sales between $25
million and $50 million, those in the
Northeast earn over $36,000 more
than their southern counterparts.
And in nonmanufacturing organizations in this same revenue category,
CFOs with an M.A. /M.S. actually
average $6,450 less annually than
those with a lesser degree.
In spite of these exceptions, certain
generalities and winning combinations do exist. CFOs with an MBA
and CPA, 25 or more years of experience, responsible for 25 or more professionals, living in one of the major

commercial centers in the Northeast,
and working for a huge food/beverage /tobacco processor with multibillion -dollar assets are unlikely to place
outside the top 10%. Similarly, a
CFO who works for a healthcare
organization in Wyoming and has a
B.A. or less, less than five years' experience, and responsibility for under
five nonprofessionals would probably
end up in the bottom 25 % or lower
compensation range.

FAIRPAY
Clearly, compensation is a complex
issue with a wide variety of contributing factors. And the sequence
in which a company views compensation variables can be critical. "One
of the biggest hiring mistakes is to
first screen candidates on expectations versus budgeted salary and
then assess the remainder on credentials versus job requirements," says
Gene Siciliano, CFO of several
rapidly growing high -tech companies and president of Los Angeles based Western Management
Associates. "Instead, it's best to find
all the candidates who meet the
requirements and, from that subset,
choose who you can afford. That

FigurelCFOCASHCOMPENSATION
BYINDUSTRYTYPE
ChiefCorporate
FinancialOfficer
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MedianTotal
CashCompensation

Food /Beverage /Tobacco

$142,500

Insurance

$118,695

Financial Institutions

$107,748

Fabricated Metals

$102,000

Nonprofit

$82,168

Government

$80,197

Healthcare

$75,024
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Navision Software US, Inc.
1- 800 - 552 -8478
www.navision - us.com
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Circle No. 8

In assessing the merits of various
applicants, employers should also look at
real -world viability metrics as well as
the interpersonal capabilities of the
prospective CFO.
way, you might gain 50% more talent for as little as 10% more money."
Employers who evaluate (and
then make adjustments to) CFO
salaries on only one or two of the
determining factors cited could err
gravely. And employees, on hearing
of big rewards being paid to college
friends in other parts of the country,
would do well to understand every
part of the compensation equation
before coming to any rash decisions.
"Such reports are a vital source of
information on accounting and
financial salaries," says Carolyn Engblom, human resources manager of
Rotary International in Evanston, Ill.
"They make us aware of how we are
doing internally as compared with
the rest of the market' Thus the
only sure way to accurately calculate
salaries and benefits is to use a wellconducted and thorough compensation survey report that provides
recent figures based on adequate job
descriptions, a large sample size, and
breakdowns according to the principal demographic criteria.
How should employers looking to
hire a CFO use such information to
attract interest? With many companies setting pay rates above the "going
rate" in order to attract and retain the
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best recruits, employers might look at
the top 10% to 25% figures rather
than using median or mean figures.
CFOs hoping to find a better position should also arm themselves
with complete compensation data in
order to weigh their own strengths
and weaknesses properly. If you feel
you're above average, for instance,
consider setting your pay at a higher
level than the mean or median.
But a wealth of difference can still
exist between a candidate's appearance on paper and real -world performance. "CFOs should also be
judged by the value they add to the
company in terms of revenue and
profitability," says Patty Lutton, C F O
of The Dohring Company, a Glendale -based market research company
specializing in the automotive industry. Accordingly, in assessing the
merits of various applicants,
employers should also look at real world viability metrics as well as the
interpersonal capabilities of the
prospective CFO. Without such
skills, the individual will experience
great difficulty in successfully completing projects and in enforcing
corporate finance policy. And both
employer and employee want their
matches to be successful. ■

Steven Langer, Ph.D., SPHR, is president ofAbbott, Langer & Associates, a
consulting firm based in Crete, III.,
that specializes in human resource
management and industrial/organizational psychology and that conducts
26 national pay surveys annually. You
can reach Steve at(708) 672 -4200 or
visit the company website at
www.abbott-langer.com.

ABOUTTHEDATA
The salary and compensation figures in the article come from the
18th edition of Compensation in
the Accounting/Financial Field —a
three - volume, 720 -page statistical
analysis of current salaries and
total cash compensation of 57
benchmark jobs in the field. We
received usable survey data from
392 U.S. organizations in the
business, industry, government,
and nonprofit sectors. This annual
survey reports the minimum and
maximum of established pay
ranges, current salaries, and total
cash compensation by nine demographic variables and numerous
combinations of variables.

Ever feel like you're being
pulled in two directions at once?
When it comes to budgeting, there is often a big difference between
the system requirements you need &0,'k and the features your users require.

USER
NEEDS

SYSTEM
REQUIREMENTS
Enterprisewide—file/server
andclient/server

Internet /Intranet enabled
Flexibility to meet unique
budgetingrequirements

Multi-dimensional consolidations

Sophisticatedmodelingto
reflect'real - life'environment

IntegrationwithGeneral Ledger
includingdatatransformations

Livespreadsheet
(Excel")interface

Comprehensivesecurity
andbudgetcontrols

Intuitive and visual
budgetrelationships

Automatic distribution
toremoteusers

Ad-hocfinancial reporting
— quickand'onthefly'
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technology
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SRC Software's Advisor Series"' brings both sides together to give you the best of both worlds.

SR

SOFTWARE

BUDGETING

REPORTING - CONSOLIDATIONS

For over 15years, SRCSoftwarehasbeenmakingBudget
Administrators and end -users equally happy by providing
the flexibility, sophistication and ease -of -use that users need,
together with the system controls, database consolidations,
and enterprise-widereach that corporate demands.
Circle No. 19

Find out how theAdvisor Series can provideyou
with the best of both worlds — call SRC Software
today at 1- 800 - 544 -3477 or visit our web page
at www.sresoftware.com to receive a
freeAdvisor Series demonstration package.
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You've landed the job of your dreams, and you can't wait

to start on your new endeavor. Or perhaps your spouse

has been transferred to another location, and you have

to leave the job you love. No matter what the reason you

need to resign from your job, you need to do it appropriZ
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able employees, lack of technology
in the workplace, and possibly more.
The key is to figure out how you
can gracefully handle an exit interview without burning a bridge. As
clich6 as this may sound, you never
know when you may run into someone again, whether at a social occasion or in a work - related instance.
You also may need to use a former
employer as a reference.
If you're leaving a job you loved
because of mitigating circumstances,
such as going back to school fulltime, starting a family, or caring for
elderly parents, then the exit interview should be a snap —just be honest. Let your employer know that the
company is doing a great job and
that if the opportunity arises, you'd
like to work there again in the
future. The difficulty in an exit interview arises when you've sought out a
new job because you're truly unhappy with your current situation. If
you do want to keep a
relationship, you need to find an honest and
tactful way to tell your employer that
there are problems with the company. Although some people believe
that bluntness is the best way to
make employers aware of what's
going on, this tactic may not always
be the most effective. For example, if
you have an ineffective manager
who's interviewing you, you can say,
"I'm leaving for a more supportive
environment," or, "I'm taking a job
with more direct supervision.' This
works much better than saying, "You
are a horrible boss who doesn't
civil

The first step to leaving your current position, whether you loved it
or not, is to inform your employer in
the most diplomatic way possible.
Start with a resignation letter —this
is something that will be put into
your employment file. A letter also
gives you greater control of what you
want to communicate because you
have time to consider your thoughts
before facing your employer. The letter should be as brief as possible and
should include the date, name and
address of the recipient, notice and
date of termination of employment
(two weeks is usually appropriate),
and your signature. If you're leaving
on good terms, you may want to
thank your boss for the opportunity
and experience. If you're leaving on
negative terms, you shouldn't
address this situation in the resignation letter; it's not only inappropriate, but it could also be used against
you in future circumstances.
" A letter of resignation shows
integrity on the part of the employee," says Diane O'Meally, president of
AOC, a leading international staffing
firm specializing in the temporary
and direct hire of accounting and
financial professionals. "However, it
is important to write a brief letter in
an appropriate manner. Remember,
there is usually an exit interview
where you can give a more detailed
explanation of your departure.'
The final step to leaving a job, and
perhaps the one most dreaded by
both employer and employee, is the
exit interview. Employers understand that employee turnover is a
part of every industry in America.
The exit interview not only helps
employers understand why employees are leaving, but it also can reveal
such issues as bad managers, inadequate pay and benefits, insufficient
advancement opportunities for valu-

know how to treat people.' Ms.
O'Meally explains, "There are definitely diplomatic ways of letting an
employer know why you are unhappy with a job situation. If you think
about what you are going to say, you
can use discretion when leaving a
company and remain on good terms.
Put yourself in the employer's shoes
and think about how you would like
to hear bad news.'

HELPFULHINTS
It's important to remember that
turning in your resignation is never
easy, regardless of the circumstances.
If you want to remain on good terms
with a company or employer, always
remember these tips:
• Give enough notice — usually two
weeks is appropriate, but check
your employee handbook.
• Finish as many projects as possible,
and leave a description of all unfinished work with your manager.
• Write a professional resignation
letter.
• Thank your direct supervisor for
the opportunity—even if your
experience wasn't what you had
expected. You gain something
valuable from every job.
• If appropriate, ask your supervisor for a future reference before
you leave.
• And keep in mind the most
important thing of all —any resignation, graceful or not, should be
well thought out before you
approach your employer. ■
With more than 100 offices throughout the United States, Canada, and
the United Kingdom, AOC is one of
the fastest - growing specialists in the
placement of temporary and direct
hire accounting and financial personnel. The company is headquartered in
Saddle Brook, N.J.
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Can the Enterprise
Run on Free
Software ?
THE LINUX 0S AND THE OPEN SOURCE REVOLUTION
BY M I CH AE L

STELLUCCIO

It's the recurring nightmare of all those who have established hegemonies in technology.
Some kid in his garage or dorm patches together the first working model of the next great
thing. And no matter how stable the applecart, soon there's applesauce all over the street.
Sometimes it's more than one kid (Jobs and Wozniak disrupting IBM), and sometimes California isn't the locale (Marc Andreessen's group in Indiana seizing the Net with
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Mosaic /Netscape Navigator). It doesn't even seem to matter how entrenched the present

0

0
0

technology is— America's nervous quest for what's next will overcome any inertia.
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But Helsinki, Finland? The Internet not
only has opened the doors, it has actually
become the garage in which new revolutionary ideas are being developed. That's
what happened with the Linux operating
system. The kid was Linus Torvalds, a
student at Helsinki University, and in
1991 he wrote the first lines of a Unix- I

machines, not on Monday morning in their cubicles or in class. The
rewards? Being accepted into a com-

t

like operating system to run on his
Intel 386 PC at home. Nine years later,
Linus shows up to deliver a keynote
speech at LinuxWorld Expo at the Javits Center in New York City (February,
2000),and he outdraws other recent
speakers like Scott McNealy (Sun),
Larry Ellison (Oracle), Steve Case
(AOL), Steve Forbes, and even Bill
Gates. In fact, Microsoft's lawyers
complained about the threat that Lin ux represents to their hegemony in the
company's recent appearances in federal court. A more candid and complete picture of the problem that
Linux represents for Windows can be
seen in the two annotated Microsoft
internal white papers on Linux and
Open Source. The leaked documents
were tagged the "Halloween Documents," and they are available at
www.opensource.org /halloween /.
Today Linux is the fastest - growing operating system,
and continued growth is predicted by most analyst
groups that are tracking it. The apples may soon be airborne, and there might be more than one cart spilled.
Linux is the poster program for a more general movement toward Open Source software —what was once
called freeware. And most of the development and growth
of these free programs is happening on the Internet.

munity you respect — contributing to
and possibly even getting your name
attached to "way cool," powerful projects that are shaping the Internet.
These rewards aren't insignificant when
you stop and consider the social significance of the Internet.
Linux is still being written by Linus
Torvalds (he's in charge of the kernel)
plus a worldwide community of thousands of programmers. Its enthusiastic reception by hackers, webmasters,
and the enterprise is due to the fact
that it's stable, powerful, clean, and
free.
"Free" has a number of meanings in
the Open Source community. Linus
owns the trademark for Linux, but he
made sure it will remain free by "copy lefting" —not copyrighting —the program under the restrictions of the
GNU General Public License
(www. nu.or copyleft/gpl.html). Yes,
you can download any of the varieties
of Linux free (at no cost), or you can
buy Red Hat, Corel, Caldera, SuSE, or
Turbo Linux at CompUSA for $29 and
up. But the larger meaning of free has to do with freedom.
Richard Stallman originated the GNU Project, and for
him a program is free software if:
1. You have the freedom to run the program for any

enthusiastic
reception by
hackers, webmasters, and the
enterprise is due
to the fact that
it's stable,
powerful,
clean, and
free.

FREESOFTWARE?
You get what you pay for —it's an American mantra. Pay
less, you get less, and free equals worthless. After all, you
don't get something for nothing — another mantra. But
does this apply to ideas?
Open Source software begins with a philosophy, not a
business plan. It is developed by a network of enthusiasts,
not employed programmers. (See Tech Forum, p. 85.)
Those that code freeware aren't paid a dime, and their
day begins when they get home and can get to their own
52
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purpose.
2. You have the freedom to modify the program to suit your
needs (you have access to the source code).
3. You have the freedom to redistribute copies, either gratis
or for a fee.
4. You have the freedom to distribute modified versions of
the program so that the community can benefit from
your improvements.
What about quality? Can something that's free be
worth anything? There's overwhelming evidence of the
efficiency of Open Source software as it operates on
machines in the real world. The most complicated and
demanding network of computing power —the Internet —runs on freeware.
In Netcraft.com's latest survey (February 2000), more

♦

than half the Web servers surveyed (9.9+ million) were
running Apache server freeware (55.49% with recent
numbers rising), and at a distant second was Microsoft IIS (22.88% with recent numbers falling). Chris DiBona
of VA Linux estimates that by the end of this year, 50% of
websites will be running Linux as the operating system.
At the first O'Reilly Perl Conference (the publisher's gathering of those using Perl to write their freeware), Keith W.

Porterfield outlined the essential role of freeware when he
presented a hypothetical picture of an Internet without
this kind of software. Remove freeware from the Net, said
Porterfield, and more than half the websites would disappear (55.49% according to Netcraft.com). Because Perl is
the language used for most active content online, there
would be little or no active content on those sites remaining. Perl is Open Source and is the language used to write
Majordomo (also freeware), which is the most popular
list manager. So, most mailing
lists would vanish. E -mail
wouldn't be working either
with the removal of the freeware program sendmail —it
handles the majority of e-mail.
The dot.coms would be
replaced with typed -out
I
like 199.201.243.200. A
freeware program called BIND
(Berkeley Internet Name Daemon) translates those numbers for
us nonmachines who prefer words.
INN freeware manages Usenet
groups, and a variety of freeware tools
such as compilers and debuggers hold everything together. Keith didn't mention Linux by name in his "dead
land" Internet, but, obviously, if 30% of the sites use that
operating system today and its growth continues at its
present pace, removing Linux would silence much of the
network. (Keith's entire address, "Information Wants to
be Valuable;' is available at www.netaction.org/articles/
freesoft.html.)
So what can we conclude about the relationship
between value and price with this kind of free software?
Maybe that it's impossible to get a better buy? The man
purported to be the richest man on earth seems to think
so. Bill Gates and his company run a service called Not mail, which in their FAQ is described as "the world's
largest provider of free Web -based e-mail.' In Netcraft's
February survey of "What's that site running?", wwww,
hotmail.com is running Apache/ 1.3.6 (Unix)
mod_ssl/2.2.8 SSLeay /0.9.0b on FreeBSD. Free BSD is a
classic Open Source operating system for PC- compatible
computers. And the richest woman in the world? That's
probably the Queen of England, and you know how
important it would be for her to have a reliable website,
what with the public relations contingencies she has to
deal with. Her Majesty's servers at wwwr_QyAJ.gQy, uk are
running Apache /1.3.3 (Unix) on Red Hat 5.2 Linux. If
Ma r c h 2 0 0 0
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you want to check what your favorite
sites run on, just dial up www.
netcraft.com and click on the "What's
that site running ?" link.
Certainly, the indifference shown
by the Open Source community
toward profits has confused the issue
of the value of their software. That
may be changing (see sidebar "Who's
Making the Money ? "), but meanwhile
it's useful to remember that looking
for cost analyses of ideas is like trying
to grab water. I don't recall Socrates
landing any exclusive book deals in
his lifetime, and it didn't seem to
affect the quality of his work.

tion, "How Many Service Companies
Can the Linux Market Support ?" The
three leading companies in the support field —Red Hat, VA Linux, and
Linuxcare —all have solid starts (see
the IPOs chart below). They aren't
alone in the field, and Sam Jaffe, the
author, wondered about what would
happen when the heavyweights, IBM
and Sun Microsystems, "wade in" to
the service pool. Because Linux is very
inexpensive, or even free, much of the
money to be made in the revolution
will involve support, training, and certification, and judging from the wide
variety of providers present at the N.Y.
Expo, the race is on.
Another of last year's laments, the
lack of applications, especially key
enterprise applications, has begun to
fade. Over the course of the year, companies like Oracle (database for Linux), Corel (WordPerfect for Linux), Sun Microsystems ( Java development tool
and the Star Office suite of applications), IBM (the
ViaVoice speech recognition), Sybase ( Linux support for
e- business applications), Informix (Internet Foundation.2000, Cloudscape on Linux), SAP (the R/3 component of mySARcom for Linux with plans to add other
apps for the operating system), and many others
announced Linux applications and ports to Linux.
At the Expo in New York the catalog of Linux apps
grew substantially. Beginning with IBM: Netfinity servers
and ThinkPad notebooks will soon ship with Linux pre loaded, a developer's kit with many IBM applications is
available free, and NetObjects TopPage website develop-

"How will
rush to the
Internet, with it
I different .
technologies and
odd business
models, change
the proprietary
software
companies ?"

One year ago this month, Information
Week published its Linux survey taken
by 166 IT managers. At the time,
nearly one -third said they were already using or planned
to use Linux. The sticking points given by those who didn't plan to deploy the operating system were listed in a
"What's Missing" bar chart. Some of what these managers
wanted was better third -party service and support, ability
to host or run key enterprise applications, and support by
hardware vendors. Coincidentally, the San Jose Linux
World Expo, which was also in March of 1999, drew
about 10,000.
One year later, the sun has come up on a different
world for Linux. The New York Linux Expo in February
drew more than 20,000, and simutaneously Linux Expo
was running in Paris. A week after the New York show,
BusinessWeek Online posted an article asking the ques-

1

world -Class IPOs
Linux has caught the attention of Wall Street with several stunning
initial public offerings. The word has developed a cachet that many
are trying to co-opt and others are trying to explain. The Stanley Cup
of IPOs is currently held by VA Linux with several other hockey -stick
curves belonging to recent Linux IPOs.
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ment software is now in beta for Linux. Add the effort in
Linux education and the offer of its journalling file system to the Open Source community, and IBM's commitment sounds serious and long -term. Hardware giants
Dell and Compaq were at the show along with Hewlett Packard, all showing hardware that's now running Linux
as its primary OS. In the office, Corel announced WordPerfect Office 2000 for Linux, which includes word processing, spreadsheets (Quattro Pro), presentations,
Core10ENTRAL personal information management, and
the Linux operating system. ACCPAC® International
debuted its e- business and accounting solution ACCPAC
Corporate Series'`'M running on Red Hat Linux. Appgen
Business Software released Appgen® Linux Java Client
with all 11 of Appgen's general business and accounting
applications for small to mid -sized businesses. And so on.
Two of the more interesting developments involving
Linux and hardware were the Trillian Project announcement and the discussion of the Crusoe chip. Trillian is
made up of several major Linux software companies —
IBM, Intel, Hewlett- Packard, and CERN. The 64 -bit Itanium processor chip from Intel is due for release in about
six months, but at the Linux show the Open Source community was offered the source code for the Linux port to
the new architecture. Sri Chilukuri, Trillian program
director, said, "This marks the first time that software can
be developed by the entire Open Source community for a
pre - production processor architecture." And in another
direction, Linus Torvalds talked about the Crusoe chip
that Transmeta (where he works) recently released. It's a
mobile chip for smaller devices. One version is for laptops running Windows, and the other runs Linux on
Internet appliances. Last fall in New York, Linus hinted at
Linux moving into the small device arena.
The future for Linux and Open Source seems clear —
continued growth and wider acceptance. A more interesting question is, "How will the rush to the Internet, with

its different technologies and odd business models,
change the proprietary software companies ?" Don't forget, Open Source is already there on the Net, and it fits
very well. How will giants like IBM, Microsoft, and Computer Associates adjust? The Internet isn't an upstart that
can be bought or squashed. And how will vendors compete with quality software, like the Linux OS, that's given
away? Two of these three corporations already have begun
serious work with development and partnerships in the
Open Source arena, with IBM easily copping the Dharma
& Greg award with its numerous announcements and
initiatives.
For those in charge of tracking and analyzing corporate profits, Open Source is worth a second look. The
Internet will probably continue to squeeze profits flatter
with the increased pressure of competition. As costs
become more threatening and technology burgeons with
the growth of e- commerce, decisions about the company's tech infrastructure will become more critical. Buying
blind based on past habits could be an expensive mistake.
For the time being, it would probably be a good idea
for the corporate world to keep a closer eye on the kids
out there in the garage —even though what's going on
might not be just around the corner. ■
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HERE'S A GOOD WAY
TO TELL
HOW WELL YOUR
MARKETING EFFORTS
ARE WORKING.

What Are We
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from the wishes of managers to the wants of owners.
In the 1980s new competitive threats arrived from the East. Emboldened
s
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corporate raiders acquired underperforming companies. Managers were

w
0

stripped of their duties, companies their assets. By the early 1990s, reengi-

0

neering processes reached religious fervor. Downsizing en masse ensued.
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HERE'S A TOOL -A FRAMEWORK -TO ANALYZE
MARKETING COSTS AND LINK THEM DIRECTLY
TO VALUE CREATION.
Out of it all the era of shareholder
capitalism emerged. Creating value
became a new corporate credo, value- driven management the
method. That brought a contemporary quest to identify
precisely where and how value
is created, then exploit, analyze, and measure it.
During this period, the cost
of marketing products from
conception to delivery to promotion and service has been
skyrocketing.
Just look at these numbers, which
represent marketing costs as a percent of total sales, by industry, from
a recent PricewaterhouseCoopers
benchmarking study:
♦ Automotive: 27%
• Consumer Packaged Goods: 30%
• Pharmaceutical: 25%
• Publishing: 23%
• Telecommunications: 35%
From a finance perspective, evaluating marketing costs isn't as easy as
judging other costs in the value
chain such as capital goods, manufacturing, labor, overhead, and
distribution.
We need a tool —a framework —to
help us analyze marketing costs and
link them directly to value creation.

VALUEMEASUREMENT
FRAMEWORK
Our methodology, which we call the
Consumer Value Measurement
Framework, provides insight into
the mechanics of marketing value
creation. It offers tools, techniques,
and an orderly system for developing and evaluating marketing activi58
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competitive products.
If markets are defined too broadly,
the impact of specific marketing
activities on creating consumer
value may not be clear, and it
can be extremely difficult to
reach any meaningful conclusions. Yet if the markets are
too narrow, then relevant
data may be obtained only
through primary research for
that specific situation.
After each market is divided
into segments, the segments are then
broken out by product, distribution
channel, and customer set. A market
typically includes all consumers who
might purchase a particular product
from any distribution channel. A
distribution channel that reaches
only a segment of a market is a segment distribution channel.
Take personal finance software for
instance. One segment of this market is people who use personal
finance software; another is people
who use a pencil and paper to do

I

ties so they're quantifiable and
accountable.
It begins with value. When a company delivers value to consumers,
consumers return that value to the
company in profits and brand loyalty, which translates into shareholder
wealth, which in turn flows back to
the company through the capital
markets.
Thorough knowledge of consumer wants and how to fulfill them
is essential. The organization that
best understands consumers will
garner a larger share of loyal customers than its competition and will
reap accompanying financial
rewards.
Accordingly, the first step a
company should take toward understanding consumers is to accurately
define and segment markets. This is
paramount (and not all that straightforward). It depends on many factors
such as the market, type of consumers and their expectations, and

th e i r p e r son a l fi n a n ce c a lc u l a ti o n s.

Some distribution channels such as
office supply stores might reach both
segments, whereas direct mail may
be a segment distribution channel
reaching only people who currently
use personal finance software.
Within each segment, it's important to differentiate between levels of
loyalty. Customer loyalty is the key
to future sales. Since the value of a
company equals the net present value of its future cash flows, the source
of those future sales is paramount.
Thus, it's important to differentiate
long -term value generated by loyal

1

T

t
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HOWTOINCREASETHEVALUEOfYOURMARKETING
While the Consumer Value Measurement Framework reveals the value your marketing activities create,
this table outlines a system for increasing that value. By following the steps below, you'll be able to
quantify incremental changes in the number of consumers, volume, and sales stemming from each marketing activity and measure them against the incremental costs of that activity. Then you'll be able to
measure the results against targeted goals.
8. Determine if the estimated changes in the

SETTINGPERFORMANCEBASELINES
1. Identify a market and its segments.

indicators will provide an acceptable return on

2. Define specific performance indicators that

the time, effort, and money invested to

can be applied to each market and business
objective.
3. Determine the data sources you'll use as indicators for consumers, products, and channels
within a given market and segment.
4. For each indicator that can be measured or
calculated from available data, determine a
baseline, or beginning, value.
5. Define the acceptable variance of each
indicator.

activity. If not, abandon or rethink it.
MONITORINGANDMEASURINGRESULTS
10. Monitor all of the indicators used in step 4
routinely, and compare the actual results
with expectations set under steps 5 and 9.
11. If actual results are outside the range of
acceptable variances for any of the
indicators, identify the probable cause for

EVALUATINGPOTENTIALACTIVITIES
6. Select a marketing activity and its associated

the variance.
12. Use the results from step 11 to reset the
baseline in step 4 and realign future

markets and segments.
7. Evaluate the potential impact of a marketing
activity in terms of each indicator's baseline.

customers from short -term results
generated by current customers.
All current customers encompass
loyal consumers who purchase the
segment products from segment distribution channels, "switchers" who
alternate between segments and
products, and "other" consumers
who never purchase your segment
products from your segment
channels.

implement the activity.
9. If 8 is positive, implement the marketing

expectations and marketing activities if
necessary.

Next, in developing marketing
activities, bear in mind they should
be tied directly to your business
objectives and be aimed at creating
actual or perceived value among
consumers in specific segments.
The activities can be a combination of the product offering, the
communications around it, the
shopping environment, and related
services. Companies will have to

combine the right consumer focus
with the right commercial activity —
no easy task when consumer needs
grow more complex and the number
of market segments increases.
Certainly, some products still
enjoy mass appeal, but far more
need to be targeted to specific consumer segments. Still other product
segments will demand an individualized or customized approach.
M arch 2 0 0 0
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MEASURINGRESULTS

receives from a product. Value
received quantitatively expresses
consumer reactions to all events or
trends influencing their perception
of the "value delivered" by products
and channels. It shows how well a
brand performs compared to competing products or alternatives within a particular segment of a market.
It's expressed quantitatively by "indicators." Typical value- received indicators are the number of people who
purchased your product, volume of
product sold, revenue generated,
production cost, and gross profit broken out in the aggregate, by consumer, and by unit. The data can be
compiled further in terms of loyal
consumers, switchers, and other
consumers. These should be plotted
in a spreadsheet format, as shown in
Figure 1.

sures how well your product's attributes satisfy a consumer against a
benchmark of product attributes
most consumers find important.
♦ Consumer satisfaction distance- measures the difference
between the consumer's satisfaction
with your product and competitive
products.
For measuring emotional (intangible) value delivered, you can use
the following criteria:
♦ Consumer share of mind -indicates the product that dominates the
consumer's mind. It's determined by
the product or channel a consumer
finds most appropriate in a given
situation.
♦ Consumer franchise value -evaluates the consumer's feelings about
the product or channel when it's
used in association with others (for
example, a birthday cake may generate happy feelings and special
moments).
Next comes the other half of the
equation: the value a customer

Measuring marketing results helps
you analyze the current product's
performance, identify key areas to
focus marketing activities on, and
position your product against the
competition. To measure results,
classify data into two categories:
"value delivered" by the producer
and channel and `value received" by
the consumer.
To measure the value delivered to
consumers, you'll need to evaluate
tangible and intangible benefits.
Tangible benefits are the physical
benefits a consumer receives through
the product's performance, the service provided, or the channel used.
Intangible benefits are the experience a consumer feels from the consumption of the product or channel
provided.
To measure the functional (tangible) value the producer delivers to
the consumer, we recommend using
these key performance indicators:
♦ Consumer satisfaction -mea-

BRIDGEFROMCONSUMERTO
SHAREHOLDERVALUE
There are many approaches to measuring shareholder value. We're most

Figure1.QUANTIFYINGCONSUMERVALUE
This spreadsheet of "value- received
indicators" offers a rich set of informa
tion about consumer value created
for a product in a particular market.

All Consumers

By Group of Consumers
Loyal

Swltchers

Market

Segment

Market

Segment

Other
Market

Values
Market

Share ( %)

Segment

or Ratio

Total During Period (in thousands)
10,762

5,340

49.6%

23.00

22.00

43.00

17.00

68.00

134.00

39.00

29.1%

Revenue

41.50

39.80

75.20

29.80

121.50

238.20

69.60

29.2%

-

-

3.40

-

0.70

66.20

-

2.70

29.10

-

Net Profit

37.10

-

-

Cost

3,490

-

1,850

-

5,422

Volume Sold (units)

Consumers (number)

Average per Consumer (actual)
11.90

12.30

4.90

12.50

12.50

7.30

59%

22.43

21.51

21.55

8.54

22.41

22.13

13.03

59%

-

6.7%

2.4%

1.78
1.70
4.9%

-

-

1.78

1.79

-

-

0.63

-

1.75
1.71

-

-

1.75

-

1.69

12.40

-

Net Profit per Unit (% of sales)

1.81

0.20

-

-

Cost per Unit

8.33

-

1.80

Price per Unit

1.44

-

-

Net Profit per Consumer

20.07

-

-

Cost per Consumer

-

12.40

Revenue per Consumer

-

Volume per Consumer (units)

Sourc e: PricewaterhouseCoopers
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WHEN ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE PEOPLE WORK
CLOSELY WITH MARKETING PEOPLE,
EVERYONE SPEAKS THE LANGUAGE OF THE CONSUMER
VALUE MEASUREMENT FRAMEWORK.
interested in how consumer value
gets translated into shareholder value. To measure that, the popular
Economic Value Added (EVA) and
Market Value Added (MVA)
models can help do the job.
We can use EVA to understand where value has been
created or destroyed in a certain period, such as a fiscal year.
EVA is residual income or loss
above or below the opportunity
cost of capital. It's a simple calculation of the return on capital minus
the weighted average cost of capital
(of debt and equity) times invested
capital (all equity, debt, and quasi debt items such as deferred taxes). In
other words, EVA describes the surplus earned in a business after all
costs have been deducted from revenues, including the costs of debt
and equity. It suggests that true profitability exists only above the company's cost of capital.
EVA is an attractive way to leap
from consumer to shareholder value
because it's relatively easy to correlate and integrate with traditional
accounting methods (although a
number of corrections to normal
accounting systems typically need to
be made).
Use your value- received indicators
as EVA inputs. You'll first need to
allocate costs and assets to market
segments as best as possible. Do this
for the time period when a specific
marketing activity was undertaken.
Many companies have kept track of
these costs, but few use them to eval62
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uate marketing activities as we're
suggesting. We acknowledge that this
is usually no easy task. Most companies still have trouble allocating costs
and assets to products, no less to
myriad consumer segments. But
while the results will never be perfect, our value- received indicators
can be used to calculate shareholder
value in terms of EVA. For the first
year, calculate EVA using this year's
value- received indicators. For future
periods, estimate future sales and
costs. To determine how sustainable
current sales are, use your value delivered indicators as a guide.
Now, with the value- received indicators expressed in terms of EVA,
shareholder value can be expressed
in terms of Market Value Added.
MVA is the premium investors
award a company's stock above all
future EVAs. In other words, it's the
current market value of the compa-

ny's equity and debt minus the proceeds of all equity and debt plus
retained earnings. Another way of
ry
defining MVA is the net present
value of future cash flows.
Thus, MVA equals the sum
of EVA in the current year
plus each of the future years
(often looked at as this year
plus the next two years when
applied to analyzing the
effects of marketing activities).
Overall, when using the Consumer Value Measurement Framework, you need the right mind -set.
And that begins when accounting
and finance people work closely
with marketing people. When that
happens, everyone speaks a common
language, the language of the
Consumer Value Measurement
Framework. ■
G.K. de Vriend, P.A. von der Heide,
and J. C. Steigstra are management
consultants with PricewaterhouseCoopers, based in Utrecht, The
Netherlands. They can be reached at
gerard.de. viend@nl. pwcglobaLcom,
nelleke.von.der.heide@nL.O cglobaLcom,
and -iacob.steigstra@nl.,pwcglobal.com
respectively.
This article summarizes the results
of a research study called "Consumer
Value Measurement." It was produced jointly by Pricewaterhouse Coopers, ECR Europe, and Roland
Berger & Partners. To request a copy
of the full report, send an e-mail to
Marielle.Smit @nlpwcglobal.com.
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AC "TIVITY- BASF,D
COSTING
FOR A

Hospice
BY SIDNEY J. BAXENDALE, CMA, CFM, AND VICTORIA DORNBUSCH

one are the days when activity -based costing was just for manufacturers. Now it has crept into service industries such as healthcare,
banking, and insurance. If your company implements ABC, you'll
open a lot of eyes and folks will be at the water cooler saying, "I
didn't realize it costs that much to do that activity."
More than just opening eyes, you'll be able to use the information to determine such things
as which products you should promote or, as in our situation at the Hospice of Central Kentucky (HCK), use the data to negotiate with insurance companies.
In 1980, HCK began as a volunteer organization in Elizabethtown, Ky., and now has grown

Sometimes,
caringfor
patientsand
controllingthe
costofcarecan
seeminconflict.
ABChelpskeep
thingsin
perspective.

into a Medicare /Medicaid - certified program serving 10 counties in central Kentucky. It provides all medical needs to the terminally ill, including nursing care, durable medical equipW

ment, medications, and palliative treatments so patients can live their last days at home with

Z

0

f

U

their family. HCK also addresses practical and spiritual needs of the patient through social
Z
2
a

workers, home health aides, volunteers, and chaplains. After the patient passes away, families

in

in

can participate in an 18 -month bereavement program.
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The hospice operates under a managed -care model, with insurance companies providing
per visit and per diem reimbursement. Shorter length of stays by patients closer to death
and indigent care strain the managed -care model. HCK was feeling the squeeze, with costs
increasing while third -party reimbursements remained constant. It appeared that the only
solution was to cut costs. But ABC revealed other options. To be able to negotiate a more
equitable reimbursement plan, Hospice of Central Kentucky needed to look to a new cost
accounting system, such as ABC, to gain a more accurate understanding of its costs.
Our approach to implementing ABC was similar to a manufacturer's approach. Using
ABC in manufacturing, you trace the overhead costs to activities (such as machining, production labor, order processing) and then charge each product based on the extent to which
each product uses each activity. We applied the same method. In the early stages of the
patient's illness, the patient uses hospice resources less than when he /she approaches death.
Then, activities such as visits, medications, and palliative treatments all increase.

SIXEASYSTEPS
HCK's management determined ABC could provide accurate cost information. Here are the
steps we used, which can apply to any organization that wants to develop an ABC system:
1. Form a cross - functional team.
2. Identify cost objects (items for which there was a need for cost information).
3. Identify activities (homogenous groups of work such as accounting).
4. Identify cost drivers (the agents that cause costs to be incurred in the activities).
5. Attribute activity costs to cost objects.
6. Use the information.

STEP1:FORMACROSS-FUNCTIONALTEAM
Our cross - functional team included the director of operations, the bereavement coordinator,

WAI T H E T R A D I T I O N A L V I E W v e r s u s
T H E ACT IVIT Y -BAS ED C O S T I N G VIE W
TRADITIONALVIEWBYACCOUNTCLASSIFICATION
$70,000
Salaries

ACTIVITY-BASEDCOSTINGVIEW
$24,700*
Pre - referral

Benefits
Supplies
Depreciation
Pharmacy

Referral
Admission
Post - admission
Post -death
Bereavement
Post - bereavement

Total

16,000
10,000
27,000

5,000
$128,000

10,900
2,000
3,700
1,500
12,700
15,100

PATIENTCARE:

Medical Services
Reception
Acctg. /Finance
Management
Info. Systems
Billing
Volunteer Services
Total
*Note: totals are rounded.
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5,600
8,500
13,600
17,200
6,200
2,900
3,400
$128,000

the billing coordinator, a team leader /registered nurse, and a community service program
representative. The team's first meeting was a class on ABC. They were relieved to learn they
wouldn't be crunching numbers but that their mission was to look at the nonpatient - related
functions and processes to define the cost objects and activities. Over a period of five weeks,
they accomplished their mission.

STEP2:IDENTIFYCOSTOBJECTS
The team determined the cost objects should be based on patient day, since average patient
day is a standard costing definition among hospices. They considered defining patient day
by diagnoses, pay source, and acuity. All three were appealing, but patient day by acuity
would provide meaningful information. The logic: Patients with lower acuity require less
care and are subject to care over a longer period of time, while patients with higher acuity
require more intense care over a shorter period of time. Because the per diem reimbursement doesn't currently vary in relation to acuity, the lower acuity cases subsidize the higher
acuity cases.
To measure acuity, the team adopted a version of the Karnofsky scale, which measures the
decline of cancer patients. The nursing staff thought of the patients in terms of the modified
Karnofsky scale: The lower the Karnofsky scale, the more intense the care, which translated
into a larger number of accounting transactions and more costs. Considering the varying
intensity of care, an overall average cost per patient day wasn't meaningful. A better understanding of the cost - per - patient day based on acuity levels would be useful information as
the hospice sought reimbursement for services.
Here are the four cost objects —slow decline, rapid decline, eminent death, and death —
and their ranges:
MODIFIEDKARNOFSKYSCALERANGE

COSTOBJECT

50 - 6 0

Slow Decline
Rapid Decline
Eminent Death
Death

30-40
10-20

STEP3:IDENTIFYACTIVITIES
So we could better understand the extent to which patients in each cost - object category
demanded hospice resources, we identified activities at the hospice. We then traced the costs
from the traditional accounting reports for the past six months to these activities by analyzing accounts and interviewing employees. The result: a view of costs completely different
from the traditional view. Table 1 contrasts the traditional view, which focuses on account
classifications, with the ABC view, which focuses on activities.

STEP4:IDENTIFYCOSTDRIVERS
Our next step was to identify a cost driver for each activity. To be useful, the cost driver must
be measurable, and there must be some way to estimate the amount of the cost driver. After
we selected and quantified the cost drivers, we used them to calculate the rate each cost
object would be charged to use that activity. Take a look at Table 2, which features cost drivers, such as admissions and service calls, along with charging rates.
When managers examine the charging rates, they often ask why the cost per cost driver of
a particular activity is so high. The insights will often prompt further inquiry into the manner in which the hospice uses resources.
Table 2 reveals two unusual cost drivers that require explanation— indexed referrals and
M arch 2 0 0 0
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TAW2 C A L C U L A T I O N O F
AC T IVIT Y C H AR GI N G RATES

Total

COST
$24,611
10,873
1,960
3,649
1,476
12,670
15,097

indexed referrals
indexed referrals
No. of admissions
No. of admissions
No. of deaths
No. of deaths
indexed referrals

5,588
8,597
13,566
17,107
6,191
2,899
3,378

No. of service calls
No. of calls
indexed patient days
indexed patient days
indexed patient days
No. of billings
No. volunteers

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

COSTPRIV

/

ACTIVITY
Pre - referral
Referral
Admission
Post - admission
Post -death
Bereavement
Post - bereavement
PATIENTCARE:
Medical Services
Reception
Acctg. /Finance
Management
Info. Systems
Billing
Volunteer Services

74*
74
46
46
46
46
74

CHARGINGRATE
$332.58
$146.93
$42.61
$79.33
$32.09
$275.43
$204.01
$2.69
$2.69
$2.443
$3.08
$1.11
$15.10
$45.04

2080
3200
5553*
5553
5553
192
75

$127,662

*The indexed referrals and indexed patient days are explained in the text of the article

indexed patient days. During the interview process to trace costs to activities, we learned
patient days drive the costs of three activities: Accounting/Finance, Management, and Information Systems. Personnel involved in these activities are much more intensely involved
with the patients in the eminent death category than they are with those patients in the slow
decline category.
To capture the differing intensity of effort levels, we constructed an index involving the
number of patient days. The factor represents the transaction intensity level for each of the
modified Karnofsky intervals. Slow decline was given a factor of 1, rapid decline a 2, eminent death a 3, and death a 1. Here's how we used these factors to construct an indexed
patient day cost driver:

Modified Karnofsky 50 -60
Slow Decline
Modified Karnofsky 30 -40
Rapid Decline
Modified Karnofsky 10 -20
Eminent Death
Modified Karnofsky 0
Death
Total Indexed Patient Days

fAT R

x

PATIENTDAYS

= INDEXEDPATIENTDAYS

1

x

1,854

=

1,854

2

x

1,426

=

2,852

3

x

267

=

801

1

x

46

=

46
5,553

The indexed referrals cost driver for the pre - referral, referral, and post- bereavement activities was constructed using a method similar to that described for the administrative activities. The other cost drivers were quantified in terms of the modified Karnofsky intervals as
shown next.
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Referrals
Admissions
Service Calls
Calls
Billings
Volunteers
Deaths

SLOWDECLINE

RAPIDDECLINE

EMINENTDEATH

DEATH

TOTAL

43

18

11

2

74

19

14

2

46

521

1,041

11
312

206

2,080

801

1,603

481

315

3,200

99

76

14

3

192

38

30

6

1

75

46

46

STEP5:ATTRIBUTEACTIVITYCOSTSTOCOSTOBJECTS
We then used the charging rates, which appear in Table 2, and information about the use of
activities by cost objects to attribute costs to cost objects. Now let's look at one example —
the Accounting and Finance activity's costs related to the cost objects:
AMOUNTOFCOSTDRIVER
(INDEXEDPATIENTDAYS)

COSTOBJECT

CHARGING
RATE

ATTRIBUTEDTO
COSTOBJECT

Slow Decline

1,854

$2.443

$4,529

Rapid Decline
Eminent Death
Death

2,852

$2.443

6,968

801

$2.443

1,957

46

$2.443

112

Total Cost of Accounting and Finance activity

$13,566 rounded to $13,600

Once the costs of activities are totaled for each cost object, the cost is divided by the number of patient days associated with each of the cost objects. Here are the costs per patient
day for each cost object:
COSTPERPATIENTDAY
$27.39

Slow Decline
Rapid Decline
Eminent Death
Death

$29.84
$62.88
$381.57

A definite eye opener, the cost per patient day calculated the traditional way would've
revealed the following:
TOTALCOST
$127,662

/

TOTALPATIENTDAYS

COSTPERPATIENTDAY

3,593

$35.53

The ABC costs reveal that the cost per patient day dramatically increases as the patient
approaches death, zooming up to $381.57 per day, which is nowhere near $35.53, the
traditional cost per patient day calculation. Although the fact that costs increase based on
acuity may not surprise any hospice administrator, the amount of the cost may very well be
a surprise.

STEP6:USETHEACTIVITY-BASEDCOSTINGINFORMATION
The ABC system has given management a new perspective. Quantifiable information
confirmed management and staff's "hunches" were correct —cost of care increases as the
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level of acuity increases. The surprise was the amount. Everyone
recognized that length of stay
needed to increase since those
patients entering the acute phase
strained the system. After discussing this information with the
board, the team developed a plan
to educate referral sources so they
would refer patients before acute
care was necessary.
The hospice can now better
negotiate contracts with private
insurance carriers. Historically,
the carriers would agree to pay
on a per visit basis when the
patient started the program and
then change to a per diem basis
when the patient began to
decline rapidly. This was detrimental to the hospice since the
cost per patient day increases as
the patient approaches death.
Armed with ABC information,
management determined the
insurance carrier could select a
payment type at admission but
couldn't change the payment
type. When faced with this
choice, most insurance carriers
select the per diem type of payment, which is nearly always
advantageous to the hospice and
the patient. ■
Sidney J. Baxendale, CMA, CFM,
CPA, Ph.D., teaches accounting in
the MBA program at the University
of Louisville in Louisville, Ky.
You can reach Sid at (502) 8524813 or baxendale@louisville.edu.
Victoria Dornbusch, controller at
Kentucky Baptist Homes for Children in Louisville, was formerly
director ofoperations for the Hospice ofCentral Kentucky. You can
reach Victoria at (502) 245 -2101
or vvd- kbhc @iglou.com.
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By Gary Siegel, Editor

Practice Analysis

Management Accountants' Roles on
Cross - Functional Teams
Cross - functional teams help integrate organizations and enhance decision making by
bringing together people with different perspectives who perform different functions
in the organization. The IMA Practice Analysis, Counting More, Counting Less,revealed
that nearly three - fourths of management accountants work in companies where they
and their colleagues are members of cross - functional teams. Company size doesn't
matter: For every 100 management accountants who are
on a team in companies with large finance departments
(more than 50 professionals), there are 75 on teams in
smaller finance departments (one to nine professionals).
The business position that accountants play on the
team is straightforward. They can be involved in anything, from simply doing the budgeting or accounting for
the team to researching alternatives to being a business
advisor. Their roles on the teams are rich and varied. This
month's column focuses on the roles that management
accountants play.
Leadership Role. Management accountants are increasingly taking on the team leadership role. When not leading, they often become key players on the team. Why?
Part of the reason, according to a management accountant at a Caterpillar production facility, is "because the finance people have more of a grasp of the total operation." Management accountants do more than simply
"work with all departments' To build or monitor a department's control system, management accountants
need a thorough understanding of what that department
is supposed to do and how it should do it. Compared to
people in other disciplines, management accountants
have more business information available to them and a
better understanding of how departments should be
working together.
One management accountant provided an historical
perspective. "We used to be on teams where, for example,
an engineer would talk with a product manufacturing guy

or a purchasing guy about a future project. There might
also be a quality-type person or logistics person. And the
accountant was in the middle of all this. Because of our
discipline and the debit/credit mentality, we often became
the secretary for those kinds of teams. We would be the
one who said: `This has got to be done by this point: We
became very good at project management and over time
became more integral to the teams. We became team leaders because we were good at project management:'
"I think that in many cases, the accountants would like
somebody else to lead the team," said a management accountant at Caterpillar headquarters, "but that do
seem to be the w
works out. It
is usually the
accounting
person that
ends up leading
the team.' When
others are in con
trol, progress cot
be slow. "But as
the accounting p______
things move along." The accountant will set the timetable,
specify the information needs, determine resource requirements, and assign tasks and deadlines. "The accounting person will pull it all together, guide the team,
and make sure we are heading in the right direction."
M ar ch 2 0 0 0
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The Enterprise Perspective Role.
With their unique ability to see across
all the business functions, management accountants are perceived as
knowing what the correct course of
action is for the company. The other
team members expect management
accountants to speak from an enterprise perspective and to explain why
an alternative may or may not make
sense for the company.
The Business Advisor Role. Team
members rely on management accountants for help with an array of
business questions. A Boeing accountant describes his role as "analysis, data gathering, analysis, and
business advice' At US West, "They
look to us not just to crunch numbers, but to create options, develop
scenarios, participate in decisions,
and create ways to measure and
monitor success. They expect us to
be flexible in our thinking." A
Hewlett- Packard accountant sums it
up by saying that "the role of finance
is a full business partner."
The Accounting Role. In addition
to bringing sound business sense to
the decision - making process, the accounting perspective ensures "that
we dot our and cross our t's.
Accountants are still responsible for
protecting assets, for control systems, and for complying with regulations:' They keep track of money
spent, compare actual costs to budget, and estimate future costs and
margins. They are expected to know
accounting rules, the tax effect of
different alternatives, and how different depreciation methods will impact earnings.
Management accountants have to
explain the alternatives available for
structuring transactions and the outcomes of each alternative. If the
team is considering setting up a new
entity, the accountant will describe
72
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some of the pitfalls, enumerate the
necessary tasks, and identify the key
business issues. "A lot of times the
focus is on the cost side —Are we going to maintain a certain profit or
return on investment on a certain
project? We have to make sure that
different strategies make sense
financially."
"Our role," according to a Caterpillar accountant, "is to look at a
project from a financial viewpoint.
I've been on teams where they want
to buy equipment or put in a capital
project, like a new system. We have
to determine the appropriate financial data to gather, then be sure that
the correct data is actually gathered,
sift out the relevant information, analyze the data, and report it in a
manner that everybody can understand.' If the data is analyzed properly, "we can calculate the return on
investment for the team. So the
management accountant is the
financial leader."
Accountants bring a sense of
"checks and balances" to the team.
Are the production and sales projections in line? Are engineering people
heeding the input from marketing?
"The common denominator is the
dollar ... so we're kind of that glue, if
you will, that holds everything together," another participant added.
The Business Integration Role.
Business integration is another key
role played by finance. A Hewlett Packard management accountant explains it best. "Finance is what I
would consider the one objective
function. Our objective is profit. We
want profit. We are trying to make
the business grow. R &D may throw a
good idea on the table, and marketing, in their excitement, will throw
another idea. We make sure that the
ideas that are on the table are properly addressed.... From a perspective

of who has got a most pure function,
I think finance comes in and says we
are driving that profit. We explain
that to the various functions. We say,
`I am trying to make this successful.
Explain to me how it would play out
if we were to do what you are
proposing.' You try to get them to
see how it plays out, so you walk
them through a thought process,
which is also a training process. And
then they come back and say, `That is
not going to work. I think you are
right. What would you suggest? How
about if we did this ?' I think from
most people's standpoint, manufacturing, R &D, marketing —they are
looking to be successful. If you can
help make people successful, you've
got a friend for life. So we try to get
people to see that success comes if
we are in this as a team.'
The Big Picture /Reality Check
Role. Management accountants act
as a "reality check" for the team because most people tend to be overly
optimistic about how their project
or their pet product is going to perform. Management accountants try
to temper that optimism with experience and carefully developed
projections.
How many of these roles do you
play on your teams? Which roles
would you like to play? Networking
with IMA members at your chapter
meetings could generate stimulating
ideas. ■
Gary Siegel, Ph.D., CPA, is associate
professor at the School ofAccountancy,
DePaul University, in Chicago and
president ofthe Gary Siegel Organization, an opinion research and behavioral accounting firm. He is coauthor,
with James Sorensen, of Counting
More, Counting Less, the 1999 IMA
Practice Analysis. Gary can be reached
at gsieQel@wppost.depaul.edu.

The future of tax research
is dawning.

CCH provides the only free customized daily tax news
and information delivered via the web or e -mail.
Your whole outlook on tax research is about to change. What was once only on the
horizon is now right on your desktop. Now, you'll have the most advanced level of
customization available — you choose the news and information you want and how you get it.
Do issues like Business Incentives, Federal Tax Complianceand Sales Tax Rates interest you?
CCHO taxTracker' " News delivers the hottest topics to your desktop every business day.
Whether you need to track a tax topic, specific bill, case, or sales tax rate, you'll get exactly what
you need when you need it from CCH. And, as a paid CCH Interneff Tax Research
NetWorkTMsubscriber, it's free, because your subscription includes free access to CCH
taxTracker News.
CCH taxTracker News is just the beginning. To add even more fuel to your tax research,
set your sights on CCH Internet Tax Research NetWork — the easiest-to-use tax research
product on the web with the most comprehensive, current content available. CCH's exclusive
2 -step search and 1 -step log -in provide you with faster results than any other Internet tax
research product.
Experience a free 30 -day trial of CCH taxTracker News. Just call
44 M
1 888 CCH REPS or visit our website at http : / /tax.cch.com /trackertrial.
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Keeping in
Touch
Winner of several awards,
including InfoWorld's
Product of the Year,
BlackBerry from
Research In Motion Limited puts wireless access
to your e-mail and personal organizer in your
pocket. Security is
ensured with Triple DES
encryption. E -mail messages remain encrypted at
all points between your
PC and BlackBerry —they
are decrypted when they
reach the mailbox at
either destination. Messages are "thumb- typed"
on the BlackBerry, and
changes you make to your
organizer will be transferred to your PC when
you hotsync the two back
at the office. The device
integrates with Microsoft
Outlook and Schedule+
and Lotus Organizer and
Act! The 32 -bit Intel386
processor runs on a single
AA alkaline battery.
BlackBerry Desktop Software connects you to
your PC, or the Black-

Berry Enterprise Server
software can be used to
run on a centralized
server to provide administration over a larger
environment.
Circle No. 40
Now that you have information coming at you
simultaneously from all
directions, it's time to
organize and edit it down
to what you really need.
That's what portals like
Yahoo try to do, and it's
also part of the success of
Palm computers — putting
all that you need in one
place. Yodlee.com Inc.
offers a Web Personalization Platform called
Yodlee. Yodlee is designed
to let users create a
dynamic, personal summary of the information
that matters most —bank
account balances, travel
reservations, investments,
e -mail, shopping and auctions, bills, reward programs, calendars, and
more —in one central
place on the Web. Partnering with companies like
Intuit, A1taVista, Sabre
travel, Freei.Net (Internet
service provider), NetFri-

Bl a c k B e r r y ( t o p )
f r o m R e s e a r c h In
M o t io n Li mi ted
an d a d i ag r am o f
the Y odlee
platfor m (r ight).
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day (Fleet Boston),
Proflowers.com, and others, Yodlee offers a single
site for information originally from thousands of
sites, current information
on account activities
(bank, credit, investing)
and access to those
accounts, and synchronization of all this information with your
handheld device (with
Yodlee2Go software) as
well as your PC at home.
www.yodlee.com or
Circle No. 41

Basic Tools
Whether you're collecting
data at a remote site or
entering the figures for a
client or friend's tax
return, if you're using a
laptop, that top row of
numbers may be the slowest way to input the data
short of spelling out the
numbers as words. The
solution —a mouse in one
hand to navigate lines and
cells and a numeric keypad under the other. CNF
Mobile Solutions, Inc.
offers its CNF Keypad as a
plug -in that will save you
and your laptop battery a
lot of time. The 10 -key
layout has a positive
action, and the base is
fitted with rubber
grips to keep it in
place. The seven ounce device doesn't
add much weight to
your bag, and there's
no software to
install—you just

C NF K e y p a d ( t o p ) a n d
M B A's G u id e t o
M i cr o so ft Excel 2000
(bottom).

plug it in. The CNF Keypad doesn't require any
power, and it's available
with PS /2 or serial
connections. Circle No. 42
Stephen L. Nelson, author
of the MBA'sGuide to
Microsoft Excel 2000 from
Redmond Technology
Press offers an answer to
the question "Why
another guide to Excel ?"
in his review of the book
on the Amazon site.
`Because although many
fine books have been written about Excel, there
really isn't a book specifically for business users of
Excel. In fact, if you don't
count this title, only two
types of books are available. One, you have books
like Excel for DummiesTM'
that are really for beginners with computer anxiety. Two, you have books

like Microsoft Press's Running Excel,which cover at
least a bit about every feature of Excel and thereby
provide wonderfully encyclopedic knowledge of
Excel's features but often
don't give the sorts of
detailed commentary and
advice useful to business
people." The book begins
with QuickPrimers''°' that
review basic skills needed
for using Excel. The second part of the book,
"Using Excel in Business,"
has chapters covering statistical analysis, financial
calculations, business
modeling, sharing workbooks, and so on. Part
three covers the starter
workbooks (six of them)
including business planning, profit volume, and
breakeven analysis workbooks and four others.
Circle No. 43

The Everything
BOX
The desktop has been
called the last frontier for
the Linux operating system. As an OS for servers,
Linux is firmly entrenched
on the Internet and is
moving rapidly into
research and the enterprise, but the installation and management
have been viewed as
too demanding for the
average PC user. That
was the motivation for
Corel, and Corel
LINUX® OS Deluxe
was the result. A four -step,

push- button install has
taken care of most of the
problems dealing with
partitioning drives and
setting up hardware. Or, if
you prefer, you can tinker
and use the custom install.
Corel LINUX can coexist
with your other operating
system —it shares Windows files and integrates
with Windows and
UNIX® / Linux networking
environments. The graphical desktop environment
is KDE, and you can work
with its windows -like
screens open the command -line level and learn
Linux. A full version of
WordPerfect 8 is included,
along with BRU backup
software, Netscape Navigator, and the game Civilization®: Call to Power".
And for the user who's
serious about investigating
the Linux OS, Corel's
deluxe version has just
about everything —software included in the package lets you set up your
machine as Apache, FTP,
mail, Samba, NFS, or
DHCP server.
Circle No. 44

HowDoOpenSourceProgramsGet
Written? I Michael Castelluccio, Editor
N YOU COME IN MONDAY MORNING and your group I s given a
problem for which you need a formal, detailed plan for
the solution, complete with an itemized agenda, as
soon as possible. Someone in the group decides to
use everyone in the division on the project. Someone
else suggests using whoever will volunteer across
the entire corporation,
and the boss finally settles on all English- speak-

THECATHEDRAL
&THEBAZAAR

ing persons in the Western world who show any
interest. By the way,
you're in charge of organizing the whole show.
Then you realize it's just
a nightmare.
Well, some would
describe this as the opportunity of a lifetime. In fact, it
kind of resembles what the beginning of an Open
Source project might look like. Except that instead of
just relying on the Western world, you could do what
Linus Torvalds did with Linux and open the project to
any interested programmer in the entire world.
Linus's Law
If you want to know how it's done —how out of the
anarchy of the Internet, people have forged clean, efficient programs that manage everything from names of
the domains to the servers that power the network —
pick up a copy of Eric S. Raymond's The Cathedral and
the Bazaar (1999, O'Reilly & Associates, Inc.). Origi-

nally published on the Internet, the central essay in the
book theorizes on how Open Source has succeeded
while violating some pretty basic laws of software
development.
The first law that Open Source breaks is the "too
many chefs" rule of Frederick Brooks (The Mythical
Man - Month). Stated simply, Brooks's Rule claims "as

your number of programmers (N) rises, work performed
scales as N but complexity and vulnerability to bugs
rises as N2." So twice as many programmers will give
continued on next page

Corel's Linux* OS
Deluxe
March
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lenge several thousand in a world-

superior resource marshaling, better

you twice the code output with four

wide contest to see who is the

motivation, and the fact that "decen-

times the headaches. Linux, Raymond

sharpest, give them sufficient time,

tralized peer review (of the program)

points out, "[is] a project with thou-

and all bugs are likely to become

trumps all the conventional methods

sands of contributors [and therefore]

shallow. It becomes a marathon in an

for trying to ensure that details don't

ought to be a flaky, unstable mess."

intellectual Olympics.

get slipped."

Because the Linux OS has proven to

Eric Raymond also credits much of

be just the opposite, Brooks's Law

the success of Open Source to the

Herding Penguins

(which generally has been accepted

cooperation that exists between total

But how do you manage all those vol-

as a truism) is either wrong or incom-

strangers coding online. He uses a

unteers all over the globe? Who

plete. Perhaps it's a matter of the

quote from Gerald Weinberg's The

keeps everyone in touch, enthused,

motivation of the Open Source pro-

Psychology of Computer Programming

and willing to offer their best? Some-

grammers, or the way they choose to

to explain. Weinberg contrasts two

times it's a charismatic originator like

work on small parts of problems that

leadership styles in a quote from

Linus, and sometimes projects seem

interest them. Perhaps there's a criti-

Pyotr Kropotkin, a 19th - century Russ-

to have a life of their own as they

cal mass at which as you add more

ian. "When, at an early stage, I had

pass from one manager to another.

to the solution it passes from getting

to manage serious enterprises and to

cloudier to precipitating out crystals.

deal with [free] men, and when each

Whatever the reason, for the Open

mistake would lead at once to heavy

was VA Linux's acquisition of Andover -

Source model it doesn't look like you

consequences, I began to appreciate

Net. The merger created the largest

can have too many chefs.

the difference between acting on the

destination for the Open Source devel-

principle of command and discipline

oper community. VA's SourceForge is

Source programmers is that they

and acting on the principle of com-

now the world's largest information

have no compunctions about releas-

mon understanding. The former works

source for the Linux community host-

ing their programs early and often.

admirably in a military parade, but it

ing 1,300 Open Source development

Other commercial producers hold on

is worth nothing where real life is

projects for more than 7,500 develop-

to their programs until they have

concerned, and the aim can be

ers from 80 countries. When you visit

worked out all (or most) of the issues

achieved only through the severe

SourceForge you can find out what the

(bugs). Something like Windows 2000

effort of many converging wills." Proj-

hottest projects are, check discus-

then ends up released years late,

ects like Linux, Raymond says, require

sions on present status, and get the

changed, renamed, and (according to

the "severe effort of many converging

code if you would like to do some

an internal memo) still fairly buggy.

wills."

work yourself.

Another curious practice of Open

Raymond points out that " Linus Tor vald's style of development [is to]

Raymond's short list of advantages
of Open Source development include

everything you can, [and] be open to
the point of promiscuity." And he
does mean often, sometimes with
several versions being released in
one week or even one day. Let the

Chris DiBona, Linux Community
evangelist for VA Linux Systems,
explains that the original bulletin

release early and often, delegate

Separate yourself
from the crowd...
Become a CMA(Certified
Management Accountant) or CFM
(Certified in Financial Management)

boards were on Usenet, but that led to
exposure to spam and other problems.
Sites like Andover's Slashdot.org
(news and community pages) and
Freshmeat.net (for programmers

users, thousands of them, hammer

Let lambers show you how you can

resources) were a step up. Now with

on the code to flush out, report on,

achievethesegoatsright inyour ownhome!

the Andover acquisition, SourceForge

mond calls this strategy Linus's Law,

lambM

is an international clearing house. Not

and his formulation of it is, "Given

CRAIMN REWEW

move in that direction. A visit to the

enough eyeballs, all bugs are shal-

For information or sample video
CALL 1- 800 - 272 -0707
www.lamberscpa.com

and help eliminate the bugs. Ray-

low." The deeper, more hidden, probprogrammers testing the code. ChalST RAT EGIC FINANC E
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the library at Alexandria yet, but it's a
site is interesting for what it can teach
about dealing with organizational problems that many would consider an

lems may not surface with 20 or 30

78

An interesting announcement at
Linux World in New York last month

Circle No. 22

impossible nightmare. ■
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FASB's M &A Hearings
Air Mixed Views

vard Business School testi-

these companies book

fied that premiums paid

acquired assets at fair

above the market /book

market valu e and amor-

said they generally sup-

ratio of target companies

tize them annually only

of reasoned analysis sup-

port the gist but not nec-

before the deal is an-

up to 20 years--as the

porting a mixed bag of

essarily all the conceptu-

nounced are higher in

FASB wants —will sap the

opinion last month dur-

al and technical details

pooling transactions than

entrepreneurial spirit of

> THERE WAS NO SHORTAGE

ing four days of Financial

that the FASB asked for

in purchase. Why? Buy-

American capitalism and

Accounting Standards

feedback on.

ers of firms with higher

short- circuit the booming

market - to-book ratios are

economy, t he y argue d.

Board (FASB) hearings on

Philip D. Ameen, Gen-

the proposed new rules

eral Electric Co. vice pres-

more likely to use pooling

for business combinations

ident and comptroller,

"to avoid the depreciation

and intangible assets, a

commented in a letter

and amortization associ-

biotechnology, semicon-

topic that's fast becoming

that purchase accounting

ated with large acquisi-

ductor, software, and

a political hot potato.

doesn't provide "superior

tion premiums," he said.

telecommunications ex-

The seven FASB members questioned some 40
accounti ng and fina nce
professionals from corporations, accounting firms,
universities, consultancies, and associations for
feedback on how to

financial information" in
all business combina-

This led Board member

That idea was central
to most arguments that

ecutives —plus their fi-

Gerhard G. Mueller to re-

nancial backers, consul-

...........................................

tants, and associations —

M a n y w h o t es t i fi ed s ai d t h ey
agree wit h th e FAS B
t h at p ooli n g of i n t erest s sh ou ld b e
elimi nated ...

make the new rules

lions. Also, he wrote, "The

operational.

made in both comment
letters and testimony.
"[It] will injure the
small entrepreneurial
companies fueling the

mark that the accounting

knowledge -based high -

very idea that amortiza-

treatment is an incentive,

growth economy without

tion of intangibles and

but not necessarily a

the countervailing bene-

said they agree with the

goodwill somehow com-

cause, of a merger and

fit of enhanced financial

FASB that pooling of in-

municates anything use-

that the accounting is

disclosure," Steven M. H.

terests should be elimi-

ful is absurd."

only an investment

Wallman, a former com-

Many who testified

nated, some said it's still

The Association for In-

analysis issue and has n o

missioner of the Securities

a legitimate accounting

ves tment M an age me nt

bearing on the economic

& Exchange Commission,

method for certain trans-

and Resear ch and the

or managerial conse-

stated in both testimony

actions, and a contin-

American Accounting

quences of a deal.

and a comp re hen si ve

gent of technology exec-

Association made cases

utives voiced opposition.

largely in favor of FASB's

from start-up and estab-

of a technology

proposal.

lished technology com-

consortium.

Accountants from
Arthur Andersen LLP and
Deloitte & Touche LLP

Representing the AAA,
Krishna Palepu of Har-

Broad opposition came

panies who grow largely
by acquisition. Making

comment letter on behalf

James L. Mann, chairman and CEO of SunGard
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Data Systems, which has

over the Board's project

Lessons Learned from the

made 83 acquisitions of fi-

on accounting for deriva-

Automotive Industry b y

Two New SMAs
Are Available

nancial technology firms

tives, won't be moved.

Shan non Ande rson and

> I M A 'S M AN A GE M E N T

in 14 years using both

"The Board has firmly re-

S. Mark Young,

Accounting Committee

pooling and purchase ac-

jected arguments that it

• Valuati'on of Closely -

(MAC) announces that

counting, said: "There has

should not set certain

Held Corpora-bons b y

two new Statements on

been no disproportionate

standards solely because

Otto Martinson and Ted

Man agemen t Accoun t-

surge in pooling transac-

they might have an ad-

Englebrecht, and

ing (SMAs), developed in

tions, no loosening of the

verse effect on certain

• Transfer Pricing Sys-

collaboration with Arthur

qualifying rules, no hi-

companies or industries,"

tems M an a gemen t b y

Andersen LLP, are avail-

jacking of the pooling

he said. Accounting rules

Roger Tang.

able. The Committee also

method by unscrupulous

are based on fairness in

This research is sup-

financiers," and, contrary

the capital markets. To

ported entirely by corpo-

of Dr. C. J. McNair, CMA,

to "...incorrigibly unin-

favor one set of sellers

rate tax - deductible contn-

Babson College, who

formed" media reports,

discriminates against

butions to the Foundation

helped draft the

"pooling of interests ac-

buyers, Jenkins argued.

for Applied Research as

manuscripts.

well as by individual con-

• Implementing Lean
Production Fundamentals

And the Board report-

counting is neither 'disreputable' nor 'ridiculous' nor

edly is backed by SEC

tributions. You can learn

'very popular' nor 'sweet-

Chairman Arthur Levitt

more about these pro-

(Statement Number 4KK).

heart accounting.,"

on this issue of its pro-

grams by visiting MKS

Invented by Toyota, lean

posed new rules for busi-

website at www.imanet.

production is rapidly be-

gan its New York hear-

ness combinations. ■

orrg. Click on the Publica-

coming the dominant

ings after two days in

Alan Levinschn

tions and Research area.

paradigm in manufactur-

FAR is also exploring

ing, driving many of the

When the Board be-

San Francisco, Sen. Phil
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the feasibility of launch-

performance improve-

ing a Web -based interac-
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around the world. Lean

ing, and Urban Affairs,
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mize everything, from
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feature.

work in progress, to part

this month.
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"Pooling accounting is
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the proposed change in

Gary Siegel, Ph.D., and
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accounting rules, yet its

James Sorensen, Ph.D,
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effect could be "very
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FAR publications and
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Certification

Robert L. Barber, CMA, and James W. Brackner, Ph.D., CMA, CFM

Sources of Education for Certified Management
Accountants (CMAs)
IN JANUARY 1998, THIS COLUMN REPORTED ON OUR

first study examining whether certain educational institutions could be considered to be "leading the field" in
the education of Certified Management Accountants.
That study, based on analysis of the completers of the
December 1995 CMA examination and ICMNs records
of completers from 1991 through 1995, identified the

nor shuffling, the historical top 10 institutions remain
the same. In the second 10, there was also some minor
shuffling, but the University of Northern Iowa jumped
dramatically from 15 to 11,
and there are three newcomers to the list.
Table 2 shows that

institutions that had historically generated the most

the University of

completers of the CMA examination and the most com-

Wisconsin -

pleters of the December 1995 examination.

Madison

Now we're updating our previous study to include an

contin-

analysis of the completers of the June 1997 CMA exami-

ued to

nation and all completers with an educational institution

lead all insti-

in their record. At least partially as a result of updates

tutions in the

submitted by CMAs after the previous study, the historical files we used for this update included nearly twice as

preparation of
completers in June

many CMAs as the previous study.

1997. Table 2 also shows

Tables 1 and 2 show the results of the current study

`

many newcomers to the

--_

with the repeating institutions' rank in the 1995 study

list. If the performance of the

shown in parentheses. With the exception of some mi-

newcomers has been sustained in

TABLE1— Institutions with the largest number of alumni passing the CMA examination from 1991 through June 1997
(1995 rank in parentheses)
Rank Institution

ti

1

University of W isconsin- Madison (1)

2

University of Minnesota (2)

Z

ci
N I
0
0
0
X
CL
0

m
m
Z
0

3
4

Indiana University (3)
University of Texas at Austin (5)

R a n k Institution
9

University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill (9)

Rank Institution
16

Rutgers University

17

DePaul University (19)

17

University of Connecticut (19)

10

University of Michigan (10)

11

University of Northern Iowa (15)

19

University of Iowa (18)

Pace University (11)

20

Arizona State University

5

University of Illinois (4)

12

6

Penn State University (7)

13

Michigan State University (14)

20

Bentley College (19)

7

University of W ashington (6)

14

New York University (11)

20

University of Nebraska (19)

8

Northern Illinois University (8)

14

University of Pennsylvania (11)

20

Wayne State University
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TABLE2 — Institutions with the largest number of alumni passing the CMA
examination in June 1997 (December 1995 examination rank in parentheses)
Rank Institution

Rank Institution

understand the key implementation obstacles, and broaden em-

University of Louisville

ployee awareness and obtain their

19

Babson College

"buy -in" for lean production sys-

19

Bellarmine College

19

Central W ashington University

motive and electronics industries.

19

Cleveland State University

• Tools and Teck"crues for Ike-

19

Golden Gate University

19

Kent State University

Michigan State
University (13)

19

Metropolitan State University

cation the previously issued State-

6

Pace University (6)

19

Northern Illinois University

ment on this topic, "Redesigning

8

University of Michigan (6)

19

Ohio State University

the Finance Function (5E)," pub-

9

New York University

19

Purdue University (9)

9

Penn State University (4)

19

UCLA

redesign efforts seek to focus fi-

9

University of Tennessee

19

University of Detroit

nance work on pr oviding optimal

9

W ayne State University (13)

19

University of Maryland

supp ort for the mana geme nt t eam.

19

University of Northern Iowa

19

University of Phoenix

where it's wasted or destroyed by

19

University of South Florida

finance -based processes is the first

19

University of W ashington (6)

step in this journey. Seeking to

1

University of Wisconsin Madison (1)

2

University of Minnesota (3)

3

Indiana University

3

University of Texas
at Austin (2)

5

University of Illinois (9)

6

13
13
13

Bentley College
Iowa State University (13)
Minnesota State
University (13)

13

responsibilities of the project team,

tems. Practical examples of implementation are cited from the auto-

(Statement Number 5F). This Statement augments in detailed appli-

lished in 1997, which describes the
overall redesign process. Finance

Understanding where value is created, where it's sustained, and

13

University of Alabama (13)

19

Utah State University

13

University of Connecticut

19

W estern Michigan University

make finance a business partner—
rather than a police officer — within
the organization is the ultimate
goal of finance redesign initiatives.

1998 and 1999, it's likely there will

send your educational information,

be considerable change in the his-

including your name, Social Security

to redesign the finance function

torical rankings in the next update.

Number, IMA Member Number, and

and provides specific tools to help

name of college /university and loca-

implement the process. Also of-

umn on this subject, ICMA s files

tion by mail to: ICMA, CMA /CFM

fered are methods for monitoring

don't record all CMA holders' edu-

Data Update, 10 Paragon Drive,

actions and results, including a

cational references. Those who re-

Montvale, NJ 07645 or fax: (201)

process performance measuring

ceived the CMA designation prior

573 -8438. ■

system and methods for statistical

database in 1991 may not have

Robert L. Barber, DHA, CMA, FHFMA,

cludes the Knight- Ridder "Finance

their educational reference record-

is the director of contract performance

Competency Model." Both SMAs

ed. ICMA is eager to update its

management for Carolinas HealthCare

can be ordered from IMA'S Cus-

database for holders of older

System, Charlotte, N.C.

tomer Order Department at (800)

As reported in the previous col-

process control. The appendix in-

to the installation of ICMt1s new

638 -4427, ext. 278; fax: (201) 573-

certificates.
If you received the CMA designa-

82

This Statement reviews the steps

James W. Brackner, Ph.D., CMA,

9507; and e -mail: igirad @imanet.

tion prior to 1992 and would like to

CFM, CPA, CFE, is the Cordant

ensure that your college or university

Technologies Professor of Accounting

Qg . They also will be available
soon to IMA members on the

receives credit for your education in

at Utah State University and is the

"members only" portion of ]MA's

future updates of this study, please

IMA Professor in Residence.

website, wwwAmanet .org. ■
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[ N E W S ] cont'd from p. 26

Companies Can Manage
P -Card Sales Tax
Companies who are using purchasing card programs shouldn't have a
difficult time managing sales tax
data, and, in fact, they experience

[ B O O K S ] cont'd from p. 25

ness risk —with the extreme
result of conglomerate
formation,
3) increased market power and
control, and
4) the self- importance of

Drexel Burnham Lambert, became
key to sustaining this wave.
The author refers to various
studies that show many of these
debt -laden mergers can't be
termed "successful." Often assets
were sold to pay down debt while

few sales and use tax reporting and

ma n a ge me n t .

some areas were resold due to

back -up challenges when audited by

Central to understanding merg-

mana geme nt's in abil ity to make

various states. These were the find-

ers and acquisitions are the five

the merge r work. Gaughan then

ings ofa recent study by Gunn Part-

major merger waves. The first,

discusses the relative success of

ners and MasterCard International

from 1897 to 1904, was character-

other merger types, Those focusing

of 22 large companies with revenues
ranging from $1 billion to more

ized by the formation of monopolies. In contrast, the formation of

alignments are most successful in

than $100 billion and who issue to

oligopolies dominated the second

terms of stock price appreciation.

employees between 3,000 and 20,000

wave of 1916 to 1929. Both waves

Mergers that form a conglomerate

cards with typical transaction limits

were important in the shaping of

aren't as successful due to the

of $1,000 to $5,000 per item.

laws a nd th e enfor cemen t a nd

extreme task of managing diver-

oversight of merger and acquisi-

gent businesses.

When purchasing card programs
were introduced around 1994, the

tion activities within the United

number one issue for companies was

States.

on either horizontal or vertical

The fifth merger wave began
after the 1990 -91 recession and is

tax reporting. Now it shouldn't be a

Due to alleged abuses in these

still in progress, with peak activity

big issue, says Steve Abrams, senior

early mergers, Washington passed

occurring in 1997 and 1998. Given

vice president, corporate payment

the Sherman Act (1890) and the

today's Internet companies, their

solutions, at MasterCard International,

Clayton Act (1914) and created

respective "super- valuations," and

especially with software innovations.

the Federal Trade Commission

the e- commerce business models,

The main tax issue is with use taxes.

(FTC) in 1914. These actions were

Patrick Gaughan's current edition

Merchants collect appropriate sales tax

followed by the passage of other

provides an excellent understand-

and keep back -up receipts, so items

enforcement acts, such as the

ing of the present merger wave.

bought and used in the same states

Celler - Kefauver Act (1950), the

The profusion of Internet compa-

don't present a problem. But mer-

Williams Act (1968), and the Hart-

nies that have no earnings, how-

chants don't apply another state's sales

Scott- Rodino Act (1976), that con-

ever, highlights the shortcomings

tax, so companies need to institute a

trol the way businesses are

of the book's financial valuation

process where they can estimate the

allowed to combine while guard-

models. This problem for financial

tax on items bought in one state and

ing shareholder interest. These

academics doesn't detract from

used in another. Software underlying

laws ultimately affect many per-

the book.

P -card programs make this informa-

sonal areas such as e mployment,

tion easy to capture and maintain.

pension plans, 401(k) plans,

to wait long for the author's third

ESOPs, and individual stock

edition to include today's super

holdings.

dot. com compani es, the buying

What's the next stage with P -card
programs? According to Abrams, it's
use of an integrated one -card solu-

With the fourth merger wave of

With a ny luck, we won't have

binge t hey are going through, the

tion for companies, moving to the

1981 to 1989, many individuals

use of tracking stocks, and how

Internet for transactions, and con-

became famfhar with hostile

that plays into corporate restruc-

vincing corporate management that

takeovers, junk bonds, poison pills,

turings. In the meantime, there's

large dollar transactions are appro-

white knights, and Drexel Burn-

much to study an d absorb in the

ham Lambert. This fourth wave

current edition. ■

extensively used debt to finance

Troy Stauber

priate for P- cards.
For more information about the
study, contact Allison Hagan at

mergers. The creation of the junk

Kinder Morgan Inc.

ahagan @peppercom.com. ■

bond market, largely attributed to

Lakewood, Colo.
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LEADERSHIP
Leadership. Many have claimed it. One has achieved it.
Robert Half is the leader in specialized financial recruiting, with offices worldwide.

Manager of FinancialAnalysis
International public relations firm is seeking an experienced professional. Responsibilities include financial support and analysis
to senior -level management, establishing improved financial
processes and controls, managing the capital expenditure budget
and special projects. The ideal candidate will have a minimum
of five years' experience. CMA/MBA strongly preferred. Salary
to $75K depending on experience.

Senior Financial Auditor
Fortune 500 company is seeking an executive on the fast track
for success. Candidate will work in a team environment, have
exposure to top executives throughout this global organization
and have great opportunity for further growth within the company. Qualifications include CPA and two plus years' public
accounting experience. This position will include approximately
40% travel. Foreign language skills are preferred. Salary to $55K
annually.

StafJ'Accountant
Growth- oriented services company is seeking a Staff Accountant.
Responsibilities include general ledger, account reconciliations,
journal entries and monthly closes. BS degree preferred with one
plus years' experience. Company offers excellent benefits and a
"first class" work environment. Salary to $45K.

Senior Accountant
Large privately held company has an immediate opening for an
accountant in its corporate office. Duties include overall general
ledger responsibilities including journal entry preparation, trial
balance analysis, account reconciliations, sales tax returns,
month -end close and other related functions. The successful
candidate must have a degree in accounting, two plus years'
experience, strong communication and organization skills and
proficiency with Excel. CMA a plus. Salary to $45K.

International Senior Accountant
Billion - dollar division of a worldwide consumer goods company
in the packaged food and beverage industry is seeking an International Senior Accountant. This individual will be responsible
for worldwide accounting for both beverages and foods; regions
include Pacific and Latin America. Other responsibilities include
control policies and procedures. The ideal candidate will have
two plus years' public industry experience. Excellent communication and PC skills are needed along with the ability to organize
and prioritize workload. Salary to mid $50's.

Operations Analyst
Large division of Fortune 500 manufacturer seeks aggressive,
proactive candidate with an accounting or finance degree. Position requires results- oriented, financial /operational analysis for
one of its prime manufacturing sites. Minimum requirements
include a BS degree in accounting or finance, strong PC skills
(Excel) and a minimum of one year's experience in cost account ing/analysis in a standard cost environment. Salary to lower $40's
with excellent benefits.

Senior Financial Reporting Accountant
Major division of publicly traded (NYSE) manufacturer has an
immediate need for a candidate to lead the creation of a new
divisional financial reporting structure. Minimum requirements
include a BS degree in accounting and four plus years' corporate
or divisional financial reporting experience (will also consider Big
5 candidates). CMA certification and/or SAP experience desirable. Salary to lower $60's plus bonus.

Junior Analyst
Rapidly growing, publicly traded (NASDAQ) manufacturer
seeks degreed accountant (CMA preferred) to assist CFO with a
variety of projects. Responsibilities include financial /operational
audits of subsidiary companies and assisting with due diligence
of potential acquisition targets. The ideal candidate will have a
mix of public and industry accounting experience (minimum
two years) and must be willing to travel 25 % -30% of the time.
Salary to high $40's plus bonus.

Director ofFinance

Privately held consumer products manufacturer seeks an individual with strong direct store delivery experience. The ideal candidate will have 10 plus years' manufacturing, sales and marketing
and cost accounting experience. Familiarity with the development and execution of information systems for financial controls
and reporting systems desired. Consumer products manufacturing experience required. CMA preferred. Annual salary to $11 OK
plus excellent benefits.

Public Accountan46
Publicly traded manufacturing company seeks a candidate with
public accounting/manufacturing experience. Responsibilities
include heavy G /L, journal entries, account analysis, budgeting
& forecasting (quarterly), reconciliations, taxes, auditing, internal
controls and special projects. Candidate must have excellent
communication skills. Great benefits available with an annual
salary to $50K.

Senior Financial Andy#.
Multimillion - dollar publicly traded retail company seeks an
accounting professional with four plus years' experience. Candidate must be proficient in financial modeling and analysis.
Responsibilities include analysis of the company's product lines,
stores and regions. This position reports to the Director of
Finance and will oversee a junior financial analyst. CMA is a
plus. Company has great benefits with salary to $70K.

Senior Tax Accountant
Dynamic international company with annual revenues exceeding
$100 million seeks a Senior Tax Accountant with four plus years'
tax experience. Position requires a Big 5 CPA who has knowledge
of corporate compliance. Will review and analyze Schedule M
adjustments, review and file federal, multi -state and local tax
returns, assist with FAS 109 tax provision, maintain deferred
tax analysis and streamline tax processes. Excellent benefits
with salary to $65K and performance bonuses.

Chief,uncial Ojk,.%
Pre -IPO, high -tech startup company founded four years ago by a
president with a vision for their niche seeks a CFO with overall
startup company experience. This company realized $3M in
revenue with contracts for $30M+ this year; candidate needs to
have exceptional people and presentation skills along with mergers and acquisition experience. CMA a plus. Salary to $150K
plus stock options.

Plant Accountant
Division of large private company with multiple locations
is
seeking a degreed accountant with three plus years' experience.
Will post month -end journal entries, run P & L reports, focus
on cost factors and overhead variances and conduct quarterly
physical inventory. Bar coding experience is a plus. Full benefits,
including a 401 k with matching. CMA certification a plus.
Salary to $68K.

General Accountant
Multimillion- dollar international manufacturer in the computer
testing industry is seeking a degreed accountant. Responsibilities
include preparing monthly financial statements for a number of
divisions, account analysis, account reconciliation and processing
fixed assets. Three plus years' experience with a financial reporting background required. Full benefits and a great working environment. Salary to $55K.

Financial Analyst
A major entertainment company seeks a skilled analyst for its
regional corporate offices. Duties include analysis of financial
statements, budgeting, forecasting, variance analysis, modeling
and financial reporting. This position will report directly to the
Director of Finance and indirectly to the VP of Finance. Qualified candidates should have at least three years' experience in
finance or accounting and excellent verbal and written communication skills. CMA is a plus. Excellent compensation and benefits package including 401k. Salary to $55K.

Bookkeeper
Established $25 million company is looking for an experienced
bookkeeper. This position will process the daily functions of
accounts payable /receivable and inventory control. Must be
detail oriented and able to work closely with the general ledger.
Excellent communication and PC skills are required. A degree is
preferred. Salary to $40K.

Chief Financial Officer
Growing $36 million subsidiary seeks a CFO. This position will
report to the President and be responsible for planning, directing
and overseeing finance, accounting and information systems
activities. Candidate will also assist in identifying acquisition targets and performance of the due diligence process in the acquisition. This position requires seven plus years' financial management experience as a CFO for a small company or corporate
controller for a large company. Also requires CPA and /or MBA
with SEC reporting and exposure to lender relations/transactions. Experience with mergers and acquisitions is preferred.
Salary to $100K plus benefits.

Senior Accountant
A leading pre -IPO company in Los Angeles has an immediate
opening for a Senior Accountant. Must be qualified and hold a
BS degree in accounting or finance and have three plus years'
experience. Knowledge of GAAP and SEC regulations preferred.
Salary to $45K plus benefits.

Accounting Manager
Large manufacturing division of a public company seeks a
degreed accountant with three plus years' supervisory experience
to oversee the accounting department. This individual will report
directly to the Chief Financial Officer and will be responsible for
daily accounting transactions and special projects. Strong computer skills required. CMA certification is a plus. 401k with
matching, tuition reimbursement and salary to $65K.

Cost Accounting Manager
Large division of public company in the food processing industry
has an excellent opportunity for a degreed cost accountant with
three plus years' experience in a manufacturing environment. The
successful candidate will supervise four accountants, manage the
development of the annual budget and monthly updates for plant
operations and establish standard cost for manufacturing operations. Will also analyze manufacturing variances and provide recommendations on cost control. This company has a strong benefits package including 401 k with matching and salary to $68K.

Cost Accountant
Multimillion - dollar division of international public company
needs a degreed cost accountant with three plus years' experience.
This person will report to the Cost Accounting Manager and have
responsibility for worldwide inventory and account reconciliation.
JD Edwards software experience a plus. This company has an
excellent benefits package effective day one, three weeks' vacation
the first year and 12 paid holidays. Salary to $55K.

A/P Specialist
Growing company looking to go public is seeking a strong A/P
Specialist with at least three years' experience in full cycle AM
Knowledge of Solomon software a plus. Duties include matching, baching, coding, entry and weekly check runs. Accuracy a
must. Great benefits package and salary to $32K.

Credit /Collections Specialist
Established transportation company is looking for a Collections
Specialist. This person will perform soft collections, research and
credit appropriate accounts and use an in -house accounts receivable system. Solid computer skills are a must. This company is
offering a competitive salary and comprehensive benefits package. Salary to $35K.

Cost Accounting Manager
Successful manufacturing company seeks a degreed individual
with a minimum of five plus years' accounting experience. Candidate will supervise a staff of 2 and will be responsible for the
preparation of detailed analysis of business unit operating margins, costs, variances, inventory control schedules and operating
budgets. CMA is preferred. Excellent benefits and salary to $75K.

....................................................................... ............................... ...

Call now for a FREE copy ofthe RobertHalf2000 Salary Guide!
For more information on these and other professional opportunities, call Robert Half at 800.474.4253
to be connected directly with your local office, or visit our website at roberthalf.com.
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one year designing and implementing risk measurement and management
processes. Work schedule: 40 hours per week, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Salary:
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Survival Gear for the
Corporate Jungle
ver wonder why you've never gotten ahead at the office? Wondering how you can grab that promotion, wow
your colleagues, spy on them, or protect yourself from their rain of bullets? Now you can accomplish all of
these goals and more with The L & L Beancounter's Catalog from Common Courage Press.
Authors Larry Bleidner and Peter Scott offer seminars, such as the "Kill or
Be Killed" Outback Survival Camp —yours for only $25,500—where 12 businesspeople armed with knives are dropped in Australia. A week later a copter
will pick up the eight or fewer survivors. It's perfect for instilling the toughness
that everyone wants from a corporate warrior. Another important skill builder
Semi n ar N ap Wraps l et yo u
is the Schmooze Seminar. For a week you learn how to tie an ascot, give stock
cat ch 40 wi n ks.
tips, and reprove members of the service industry. The
seminar only costs $12,500—a small price to pay to climb the ladder to the CEO's office.
Also offered in the catalog is a .50 Caliber Laser Pointer. Use as you would any ordinary
pointer or twist the base, instantly stepping up power a hundredfold to eliminate those chatterboxes interrupting your big presentation. If defense is more your style, try the Spartacus
Execprotek Body Armor. It will protect your torso from ex- employee knife attacks and day
a
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trading - fueled shooting sprees.
Other products to help you survive the corporate rat race:
The Corporatespeak Converter ($199.99) —A pocket computer that translates perfectly clear Eng]
into confusing business mumbo jumbo. Use it —and watch your
The Cu bicle Peri scope
career skyrocket!
makes you the high -tech
Wi th th e An eu rysm
Cubicle Periscope (Only $449.99) —It's eat or be eaten in
A
b
hunter.
Det ecto r/ Cali brat or
you can self- administhe cubicle jungle. Covertly snoop, pry, and spy on
ter a ch ecku p f ro m
coworkers, then rat them out to the boss!
th e neck up .
If you hadn't already guessed, The L & L Beancounter's Catalog* is a send -up
of the corporate culture with which the authors have had plenty of experience.
Bleidner acted as a child in commercials before writing for TV and radio and
working at a magazine. Scott has worked in advertising, media, and banking and
writes for various media outlets. Bleidner illustrated Beancounter's with color
D photographs, and every item is priced to sell. (P.S. you can't actually buy any
of the products.) ■

*Published by Common Courage Press, Box 702, Monroe, ME 04951.
Web: www.commoncouragepress.com Ph: (800) 497 -3207
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products include Financials, Distribution,

No matter how fast or how extensively your organization expands or

Project Management, Payroll,

evolves, we'll help you keep up, with

Manufacturing, and E- Business, in

business and accounting applications

addition to complementary applications

that are customizable and easy to tailor,

provided by independent developers.
So, if you're doing business half

for a fast time -to- solution.

NO PROBLEM.
WE'RE FLEXIBLE.

a world away, we'll help you work

Thanks to an industry- standard,

seamlessly — wherever you're based.

Microsoft® -based architecture, plus
expert services delivered through
certified value -added resellers and

0

consultants, Solomon business software
can be quickly customized for your
environment, seamlessly integrated into

SOLOMON

your existing system, and easily adapted
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over time as your needs change to
protect your investment. Our flexible
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If You Run Your Business By Projects,
There's Someone You Should Meet.
&

Allow us to introduce ourselves. We're Deltek. For nearly two decades, we've been busy developing innovative software
and solutions for professional service businesses. So busy that we haven't spent much time making our name known.
Except, of course, for the thousands of companies we serve worldwide.
Accounting Finance
We could do great things for your business. Our solutions help you win
Customer Relationship Management
more business, strengthen customer relationships, improve your cash flow and
Project Management
boost project profitability. Call us at 800- 456 -2009 or visit our Web site at
Human Resources
www.deltek.com. We'll make you glad you ran into us.
e- Business

DELTEK.
Solutions for project- business success
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